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Re-name fine arts complex
Colleges and universities traditionally honor
their major benefactors, distinguished alumni,
prominent professors, et al., by naming major
campus buildings or schools after them. This is
done to commemorate those who have brought
prideful distinction and exalted recognition to
that institution. The University o f Montana is
certainly no exception to this commendable
practice. The recent establishment o f the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center plus the
current Washington-Grizzly Stadium project are
two excellent contemporary examples o f this
most praiseworthy custom. What a marvelous
gesture o f appreciation it would be if we now
made a similar effort on behalf o f two o f the
University’
s most dedicated, loyal and
celebrated alumni, Nancy and Carroll
O’
Connor! What a magnanimous and noble
gesture it would be if the University o f
Montana could have a Nancy and Carroll
O’
Connor fine arts complex, school o f the
humanities or student center.
While a student at the University o f Montana,
I had the distinct privilege and pleasure o f
knowing and associating with Nancy and Carroll
as well as Nancy’
s mother, Mrs. Hulda M.
Fields. Mrs. Fields served as secretary o f the
Alumni Association for many years and was
one o f the most gracious and charming ladies I
have ever known. She was simply a beautiful
human being who enriched the lives o f
everyone she encountered. Nancy is one alumna
o f the University o f Montana who exemplifies
the ideal woman, and my admiration for her is
unlimited. If my only daughter matures into a
lady o f Nancy’
s stature, I will be a very proud
and fortunate father.
Carroll has become a modern Renaissance
man in the classic sense o f that term. My
fondest recollections o f Carroll entail the private
conversations we had and how he willingly
shared his limited time with friends and
acquaintances. He was an accomplished
raconteur and brilliant conversationalist even at
the early stage o f his life. His current status as
a preeminent entertainer o f international stature
was accomplished only after an extended period
o f personal sacrifice and self-deprivation while
overcoming major professional obstacles. He
richly deserves every honor and reward that has
come his way.
When I knew Nancy and Carroll at Missoula,

they were a young, romantic married couple
who shared an abiding love and devotion for
each other. Isn’
t it refreshing to know that,
after over thirty years o f married life, they
haven’
t changed in that regard? Isn’
t it also
absolutely delightful news that there has never
been a hint o f scandal associated with their
lives? What better role models for all
Americans and especially the University o f
Montana student body? We should strive to
honor them not because o f their celebrity status,
but because they are true humanitarians and
unselfish disciples for our University.
Additionally, we should try to bring them
back to the campus for extended periods o f time
as “artists in residence.” Any other top
university in the U.S.A. would feel ecstatically
blessed if they had the opportunity to count the
O’
Connors on their alumni roles. Nancy and
Carroll would certainly not return to the
university scene for the limited financial
remuneration available. However, I feel
confident that they would gladly return to
campus whenever possible because o f their
love, affection, admiration and devotion to their
alma mater, and because they are truly needed.
I had intended to correspond directly with
President Neil S. Bucklew on this matter o f
expressing our profound appreciation to the
O’
Connors for their extraordinary services to
the University o f Montana and the sublime
ethical manner in which they live. However,
with the president’
s resignation and the
protracted transitional period that is sure to
follow in that office, it now becomes imperative
that the officials o f our Alumni Association
assume the mantle o f leadership for this crucial
project without further delay. Such justifiable
action by the Alumni Association can only
enhance the image o f our University and
increase its stature in the international academic
community.
James L. Roberts ’
56
4570 Sioux Drive
Boulder, CO 80303

Editor's note: Forum exists to express the unsolicited views of
Montanan readers. W ell-written pieces of less than 500 words on
subjects of interest to friends and alumni of UM w ill be
considered. Opinions need not coincide with any official
University position. All submissions become thg property of the
Montanan and may be edited.
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UN, Boone and Crockett Club find
a research home on the range
By C arol Susan W oodruff

This exclusive club, whose members are interested in rifle-hunted big
game and are dedicated to the conservation ethics o f former President
Theodore Roosevelt, has chosen UM to conduct wildlife research on
their new 6,000-acre ranch near Dupuyer, Mont.
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Alumni Association com es of age
By William Scott Brown

An overview o f the Alumni Association since it was founded by U M ’
s
first graduate to its present-day role. Find out how the Association
works and what it does for you.
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Working with the business community

By Kathryn D. Hubbell

UM’
s School o f Business Administration has a major impact on the
state’
s business community, providing services such as the Bureau o f
Econom ic Research, the Small Business Institute, student interns,
continuing education courses and a variety o f other benefits to new and
established businesses.
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Opening remarks to the faculty

By James V. Koch

In his first major speech to the UM faculty, President Koch talks about
his academic values and his goals for the future at UM.
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Getting off to a good start

By Virginia Vickers Braun

In his first three months in office. President Koch has already earned a
reputation as a serious academician and for demanding high standards o f
excellence. But he is also a dedicated family man and enjoys sports.
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Letters
Support challenger peak
UM students and alumni have an
outstanding opportunity to help support
a fitting memorial to the Challenger
space heroes, just by writing a letter to
a federal board in Washington, D.C.
If a vocal group o f Colorado citizens
get their way, a scenic, now-unnamed
14,081-feet-high Colorado peak in 1987
will be named “Challenger Peak’
’or
“Mount Challenger.” The Board on
Geographic Names in Washington,
D.C., is now considering the group’
s
nomination.
When and if the Challenger spaceshuttle tribute proposal is approved, it
would be a fitting, lasting memorial to
the seven astronauts who lost their lives
in the space-shuttle disaster on Jan. 28,
1986. The group’
s leader is Electronics
Engineer Dennis A. Williams from
Colorado Springs, Colo.
The beautiful, now-unnamed peak,
snowcapped much o f the year, is
located in the Sangre de Cristo Range
in south central Colorado. The state has
fifty-four mountains, which are 14,000
feet high or higher.
Williams and his group are
energetically campaigning to name the
Colorado peak in remembrance o f the
space-shuttle heroes.
In explaining the nomination,
Williams said, “Mountain peaks
symbolize the spirit o f adventure, a
spirit our lost seven so boldly
displayed.” Williams added,
“Mountain peaks inspire the vigorous
meeting o f the challenge. Our honored
dead met that challenge. Few
memorials would be as enduring or as
inspiring as a 14,081-feet-high
mountain.”
The Board will probably hold public
hearings and several “summit”
sessions before it rules whether it’
s
appropriate to name the mountain
“Challenger Peak” or “Mount
Challenger.”
Some o f Colorado’
s fifty-four
mountain peaks, 14,000-feet- high or
higher, are named for prominent
Americans like Roosevelt, Lincoln,
Long, Evans and Carson (Kit, not
Johnny.) Others are named after
colleges and universities like Yale,
Princeton, Oxford and Harvard.
If the proposal is approved, the nowunnamed Colorado peak would forever
stand majestically as a memorial to
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Astronauts Scobee, Smith, McNair,
Onizuka, Resnik, Jarvis and McAuliffe.
Indeed, it would be an almost sky-high
remembrance o f the seven heroes, who
perished while living out still another
space dream for all America.
UM alumni and students desiring to
support this Challenger shuttle
memorial and get it on the map, may
write to Donald J. Orth, Executive
Secretary, Board on Geographic
Names, National Center 523, Reston,
VA 22092. Make your response count
by writing the board as soon as
possible but no later than Jan. 31,
1987.
Henry J. Pratt
1631 S. Valentine Way
Lakewood, CO 80228

It's a keeper
Apparently I failed to notify your
office when I changed location a couple
o f months ago. Hearing both o f my
children talking about some o f the
contents o f the fall issue o f the
Montanan made me realize that I want
to go on receiving it.
Ruth R. Teel, M.E. ’
61
The Samarkand 2665 Tallant Road,
HWV-162
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Calling all quarterbacks
Enclosed is a check for $10 to help
keep the Montanan going.
While attending the University back
in the early thirties, we were using a
Model A Ford truck to move chairs.
The rear tires had poor tread and the
driver, by the name o f McKay, spun
down in a mud puddle behind the old
Journalism Shack. He said to those o f
us riding with him, “All right, you
quarterbacks, get out there and play in
the line!” We bounced out and
managed to push him out o f the
puddle.
Let’
s hope that there will be enough
players in the line to keep the
Montanan going so we can continue to
enjoy it.
Mark E. Lawrence ’
34
Medford, Ore. 97501

Missed the moral issue
I just read the fall ’
86 issue and feel
compelled to add my two cent’
s worth
to the comments o f Larry G. Dobb,
regarding his pride in being “backward
and unenlightened” because he
approves the use o f animals for food
and clothing. Dobb has conveniently
twisted the objections o f another letter
writer (to the wearing o f a raccoon
coat) from an expression o f honest,
humane concern to an attack upon the
lifestyle o f those who like to live in the
rural outdoors, presumably hunting,
fishing and farming to get by.
As the product o f a family that does
live on a farm and subsists mostly on
wild game and farm-raised produce. I
still find myself in full agreement with
the visiting lecturer from California. I
seriously doubt that Dobb depends
upon hunting and trapping to clothe
himself and can tell you that I’
ve never
worn a deerskin (much less a raccoon
coat!) in my entire life!
Ms. Jenni has every right to express
her views on this subject, including the
accurate statement that states like
Montana are perceived to be backward,
at least partly because o f the failure o f
some residents to pay attention to the
moral issues o f animal treatment.
Whether Dobb realizes it or not,
raccoon coats have been symbols o f
collegiate living for quite some time. I
don’
t know a single person who traps
them in order to keep warm.
Pam ela J. F rizelle ’
75
Box 836 Sultan, WA 98294

All is well
Here is my check for $10—can’
t let
anything happen to the magazine. It’
s
the best ever published from there—
beautifully done! I look forward to
receiving it, but naturally there is not
much news o f my generation. Most o f
us are gone.
I visited the campus a couple o f
years ago and was just plain lost. Quite
different than the sixty years ago when
I was there. Not much there o f that
era—but the “M ” is still on Sentinel
so all is well.
Ruth M. Wilfley ’
26
San D iego, CA 92116

Around the Oval
Dennis Washington speaks
to a crowd o f about 300
during the dedication o f the
new Washington-Grizzly
stadium named in his honor.

Stadium a winner

You couldn’
t blame UM athletic
director Harfey Lewis for being
nervous. A week before UM’
s new
Grizzly Washington Stadium was to
open, the construction site looked like a
war zone. Even two days before the
Grizzlies were to dedicate their new
12,000-seat stadium by the Clark Fork,
it was hard to imagine work would be
“done.”
For moral support, Lewis called a
few colleagues, athletic directors who
had opened new stadiums. What he
learned was only slightly reassuring— '
none o f their stadiums had been
finished when they opened either.
UM’
s was finished enough. True, the
press box lacked windows and the box
seats on the west side—nearly all
destined for donors who had
contributed more than $30,000 to the
UM Campaign—were empty, concrete
block shells. But the essentials, seats,
scoreboard and playing field, were
flawless.
Before the game, several hundred
people gathered on the stadium ’
s westside plaza for the dedication o f an
incomplete Memorial Wall,
commemorating stadium donors o f
$500 or more. Beneath an archway o f
balloons many o f the people who had
worked to make the stadium a
, reality—among them former UM
I President Neil Bucklew and Dennis
| Washington, whose $1 million gift the
| stadium ’
s name commemorates—gave

short talks. Washington in a light
hearted afterthought thanked his father
for making the whole thing possible.
The frivolity and high spirits spilled
into half-time. A hundred-yard-long
yellow ribbon was stretched from goal
post to goal post and cut while
hundreds o f balloons wafted into a

cloudless fall sky.
Later, in the fourth quarter, the
revitalized and inspired Grizzlies came
from behind for a victory over Idaho
State. How could it have been
otherwise?
(For more on the stadium opening
see “Campaign Update”pgs. 34-35)

Missoula Sheraton donates luncheon proceeds
to annual Excellence Fund drive
With the Missoula portion o f the
Excellence Fund set to wind up on
Dec. 4, the UM Foundation’
s annual
fund drive appeared headed for
success. By press time volunteers from
the Missoula business community had
raised $105,000 toward a goal o f
$ 111,000 .
The eighth annual Excellence Fund
drive, under the direction o f steering
committee chairman Don Chugg, began
Oct. 15 with a lunch for volunteers at
the Missoula Sheraton.
Along with lunch the solicitors got
pep talks from Foundation Director Bill
Zader, UM President James Koch, and
Excellence Fund Director Vickie
Mikelsons. But it was the Sheraton that
set the tone for the event and the
subsequent drive.
As the affair was winding down, the
Sheraton’
s director o f sales and
marketing, Joan Frampton, came to the
podium. She said the Sheraton
appreciated hosting the luncheon. Then
she surprised everyone by donating the

proceeds from the luncheon to the
Excellence Fund on behalf o f the
Sheraton.
Each o f the approximately 200
people present had paid $5 for lunch,
and the $1,212 in the cash box
Frampton handed to Mikelsons brought
the Excellence Fund’
s total on its first
official day to nearly 48,000.
The Excellence Fund supports on
going needs at the University not
adequately supported by state funds.
Examples include scholarships, the
library, faculty development, night
school, and outreach activities like
touring performing arts groups. The
national goal is $300,000.
As a prelude to the local drive, the
Foundation distributed stickers reading
“I am an employee o f the University
o f Montana” to all UM employees.
They were urged to place one on
checks they wrote to local businesses to
remind the business community o f the
contribution the University makes to
M issoula’
s economy.
3

Around the OvaI
UN chemist receives
$226,000 NIH grant
Chemistry professor Walter Hill has
received a three-year, $226,000 grant
from the National Institutes o f Health
(NIH) to continue his research on
ribosomes.
Ribosomes are tiny structures in
living cells, double-bodied homes to
strings o f ribonucleic acid (RNA) and
proteins. Ribosomes manufacture
proteins for the body following
instructions encoded by the
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) o f genes.
But how the ribosomes make that
transition from communicating to
manufacturing is still a mystery. H ill’
s
efforts to unlock that mystery hold
implications for breakthroughs in
diagnostic medicine, cancer research
and immunology.
Hill collaborates with scientists
worldwide in the course o f his
research. In September he presented
some o f his research findings in the
Soviet Union at the invitation o f the
Soviet Academy o f Sciences. He also
collaborates with scientists at the
University o f Texas, Yale and UCLA
as well as scientists in M oscow and
Berlin.
During his career at the University o f
Montana, Hill has received more than
$1.5 million in research grants.

Enrollment stable despite
financial aid problems
For Montana universities, funded on
the basis o f enrollment, losing students
is like bleeding to death. So when it
was learned in early September that
more than half o f all student grant and
loan applications would not be
processed in time for registration,
concern for the consequences was
campus-wide.
Throughout the University, people
pitched in to ensure that students would
be able to register whether or not their
aid was ready. A crew o f temporary
employees was added to the financial
aid staff; employees from other
departments volunteered for extra work
in the financial aid office; the
controller and the registrar developed
flexible new options for registration
and bill payment; and a dozen
department heads volunteered to be at
registration to help students through the
4

UM biochemist Walter Hill lowers a swinging-tube rotor containing genetic material into a
centrifuge, where the RNA will be separated from other cellular materials.

modified routine and to help them
select their best option while they
awaited their aid.
On registration day there were
surprisingly few problems; most
students were able to register despite
the fact that thousands o f applications
remained"unprocessed. Better still,
when the official fall enrollment was
calculated three weeks later, the
number o f students at UM was down
only 149 from a year earlier, a drop
hardly greater than the University had
anticipated without financial aid
problems.
Enrollment at the University has been
relatively stable for the last ten years
despite a dramatic national decline in
the number o f high school graduates.
With 8,840 students registered, fall
enrollment remains higher than at any
time in the late 1970s.
UM was not alone in it financial aid
problems. Articles in the Chronicle o f
Higher Education told o f schools across
the country facing similar problems
because new federal requirements
caused large increases in the paperwork
necessary to process aid applications.
UM’
s difficulties were compounded by
the resignation in December 1986 o f
long-time financial aid director Don
Mullen, followed almost immediately
by state-mandated mid-year budget cuts
that forced UM to freeze hiring and
leave the financial aid office
unprepared for the new procedural
deluge.

Bart O ’
Gara honored
for wildlife research
Bart W. O ’
Gara, leader o f the
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research
Unit, received an award for meritorious
service to the U.S.
Department o f the
Interior Thursday
Oct. 30 at a formal
luncheon in his
honor at the
University o f
Montana.
The award was
presented by Richard Smith, director o f
research with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service in Washington, D.C.
The award, Smith said, is based on the
recommendations o f O ’
Gara’
s
colleagues and recognizes O ’
Gara’
s
“impact on wildlife resources here and
abroad’
’and his work in “bridging the
gap between special-interest groups,
scientists and policy makers at all
levels.’
’The award also recognizes
O’
Gara’
s work on management o f
predators, the relationships between
predators and prey, and his work with
the C.M. Russell Wildlife Refuge.
O’
Gara, who received his bachelor’
s
degree at Montana State University and
his doctorate in zoology at UM, has
served as a faculty adviser to more
than thirty-five graduate students during
his UM career. He has also generated
over $1 million in research grants.

Around the Oval
Five honored at SOS
Five awards were
conferred at the
traditional Home
com ing Singing-onthe-Steps ceremony
by President James
Koch.
Tw o Distin
guished Alumnus
Thomas Payne
Awards, presented
annually to University o f Montana
graduates who “have brought honor to
the University, the state or the nation’
’
were conferred, one posthumously.
Also presented were two Young
Alumnus Awards, designed to honor
alumni thirty-five or under for
professional achievement or service to
the University, and the Robert T.
Pantzer Award, given annually to a
person “who has contributed
substantially to making the University a
more open and humane learning
environment.’
’
Distinguished Alumnus Awards were
given to Sterling “Jim ’
’Soderlind ’
50

and to William M. Allen ’
22. Allen,
who lived in Seattle until his death last
year, was the retired chairman o f
Boeing Aircraft. Soderlind from Short
Hills, N.J., is vice president/planning
for Dow Jones. He is a member o f the
Dow Jones management committee and
a director o f Richard D. Irwin, Inc., a
Dow Jones subsidiary that publishes
college textbooks and business books.
Young Alumnus Awards were
presented to Shelley A. Hopkins ’
82 o f
Butte, an attorney with Poore, Roth &
Robinson, P.C. and a former member
o f the Montana Board o f Regents; and
Nils A. Ribi ’
78 o f Hamilton, president,
chief operating officer and director
o f Ribi ImmunoChem Research Inc.
The Pantzer Award was established
by the UM Foundation in 1975 to
honor the former president o f the
University from 1966 to 1974. The
award, which consists o f a certificate
and a $100 honorarium, was presented
to Thomas Payne, emeritus professor o f
political science.
Payne joined the UM political science
department in 1951 and was its

chairman from 1959 until his retirement
last year. During his thirty-four-year
tenure, he served on many University
councils and committees, including the
Executive Committee o f the Faculty
Senate, the Faculty Evaluation
Committee for political science and the
University Planning Council.
Students Bill Mercer and Glen
Campbell, supporting Payne’
s
nomination for the award, wrote, “We
believe Tom Payne’
s greatest gift to
this institution was his care and
concern for students. His commitment
to individual counseling, all-day
accessibility and scholarly thought have
made him deservedly popular while
preparing a number o f students to work
in the public sector.’
’

Nils Ribi

Jim Soderlind
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Around the Oval
Fifteen students awarded
alumni scholarships
Fifteen students have received a
total o f $8,400 in alumni scholarships
for the 1986-87 academic year.
Pealow Scholarships, awarded from
the estate o f Mollie Abshire Pealow, a
former Butte High School teacher,
were given to eight graduating seniors
from Butte. The awards are
administered by George Sarsfield ’
50
and Jean Hollingsworth Peterson ’
56,
both o f Butte. Receiving $1,000 awards
were Melanie Hull and Kelly Jo
Kinney. Awards o f $500 were
presented to Timothy Blastek, Elizabeth
Keeley, Lori Van Swearingen, John
Jaksha, Laura O ’
Brien and Bethany
McLaughlin.
The first Margaret Horn Scholarship,
a $100 award, went to Mildred
“Sissy” Curtis. The scholarship,
established in 1984, is awarded to a
graduating senior from Hamilton High
School. Margaret was the daughter o f
Harry and May Horn o f Hamilton and
the sister o f Harry Horn Jr. ’
69, *71,
Beverly Horn ’
72, Linda Horn Kress
’
76, ’
79 and Nancy Horn Lewis ’
70.
Three UM students received Lord

Scholarships from a bequest from the
trust o f Myrtle Shaw Lord ’
25. Sonya
Habel o f Dutton, Mont., was awarded
$700. Gene Solomon o f Helena, who is
representing UM in an exchange with
Sophia University in Tokyo this fall,
received $600. Gerald Zier o f Kalispell
also received $600. Zier is active in
ASUM and coordinates a youth crisis
hot line in Missoula.
Will Ross, an incoming freshman
from St. Regis, and Norman Bourg, a

School of Fine Arts receives challenge grant
The School o f Fine Arts has
received a $75,000 challenge grant
from the National Endowment for the
Arts. The challenge grant requires the
School o f Fine Arts to raise $225,000
over the next three years to qualify for
the $75,000.
Bryan Spellman, administrative
assistant for the School o f Fine Arts,
says, “The school intends to raise
approximately half a million dollars so
that in addition to normal operating
expenses, the money will also provide
funding to allow more tours by the
various musical groups on campus.”
Spellman said funds now available for

GRIZZLY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 1986-87

UM DIPLOM AS
If you graduated before 1965
and w ou ld rather have a
diploma that says University of
Montana instead of Montana
State University, you can now
order a new UM diploma.
T h e sign atu res on the
diplom a will be of current
University officials. New diploma
covers are included.
To order send $15 and the
following information to the UM
Alumni Association, University
of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812.

* Your full nam e when
you graduated
• Year of graduation
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UM senior and student coordinator o f
last year’
s International Wildlife Film
Festival, both received $700 Sheridan
Scholarships, established in 1978 from
the estate o f Leslie Sheridan ’
03.
Each year a $1,000 Christensen
Scholarship is given to a graduating
senior from Bigfork High School. The
scholarship was established in 1973 by
H. David Christensen ’
58 in memory
o f his grandparents. This year’
s
recipient was Jennifer Van Nice.

DECEMBER
1—Washington State
6— Fresno State
8—Southern Oregon State
12-13—Champion Holiday Classic VII
Montana vs. Kent State,
Houston Bapt. vs. Rider Col.
16Eastern Washington
18—
UC-Irvine
20Pacific (CA)
23Central Washington
29-Lewis & Clark State
JANUARY
2—Santa Clara
3—
Portland
8-Nevada-Reno*
10—Northern Arizona*
15-Weber State*
17- ldaho State*
22-ldaho*
24—
Boise State*
31-Montana State*
FEBRUARY
5-Northern Arizona*
7 - Nevada-Reno*
12-ldaho State*
14-Weber State*
19- Boise State*
21—
Idaho*
28—Montana State*
MARCH
5-7-Big Sky Conference Toum.
•Big Sky Conference Game

touring do not g o very far because o f
the huge size o f the state.
The money would also allow more
creative approaches in touring and
outreach, he said. “In theater, our
programs are tied completely to the
money coming in at the box office.
Having a more lucrative budget would
provide greater flexibility in our choice
o f productions.”
A major fund-raising campaign is
now underway to meet the sch ool’
s
goals. For more information write
UM ’
s School o f Fine Arts, c/o UM
Foundation, 600 University Ave.,
Missoula, Mont. 59812.

LADY GRIZ BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 1986-87

DECEMBER
Pullman #7:30
4-5—Domino’s Pizza Classic
Missoula 7:30
W estern Illinois, St.
Missoula 8:00
Mary’s, Calgary
Missoula 7:00
8—Carroll C o lleg e
&
10- W estern Montana
9:00
13-Nebraska
Missoula 7:30
14—Creighton
Missoula 8:00
18-UC-lrvine
Missoula 7:30
20-Nevada-Reno
Missoula 7:30
30-31-Seattle Times Classic
Missoula 7:30
(Notre Dame, UW, Okla.)
JANUARY
Santa Clara 8:30
3—Colorado State
Portland 8:30
9-Eastern Washington*
Missoula 7:30
10-Gonzaga
Missoula 7:30
16-Weber State*
Ogden
7:30
17-ldaho State*
Pocatello 7:30
23-ldaho*
Missoula 7:30
24-Boise State*
Missoula 7:30
30-Montana State*
Bozeman 2:00
FEBRUARY
7-Eastern Washington*
Flagstaff 7:30
8—Gonzaga
Reno
8:30
13-ldaho State*
Missoula 7:30
14-Weber State*
Missoula 7:30
19-Boise State*
Boise
7:30
22-ldaho*
Moscow 8:30
28—Montana State*
Missoula 8:00
MARCH
6-7-Mountain West Athletic
Flagstaff
Conference Championship
#AII Times Mountain 'Mountain West Conference Game
Home games in bold face.

Missoula #6:30
&
8:30
M issoula 5:45
M issoula 7:30
Lincoln 6:30
Omaha
3:00
Missoula 5:45
Reno
8:30
Seattle
5:30
47:30
Missoula
Cheney
Spokane
Missoula
Missoula
Moscow
Boise
Bozeman

7:30
8:30
7:00
7:30
7:30
8:30
7:30
7:30

Missoula
Missoula
Pocatello
Ogden
Missoula
Missoula
Missoula

7:30
4:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
2:00
5:45

Conference
Champion
#AII Times Mountain

Around the Oval
Alumni aid libraiy
Three new gifts from alumni to the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library
will supplement the library’
s collections
and improve services for users,
according to UM Library Dean Ruth
Patrick.

Life insurance policy
The most unusual o f the three gifts
came from Marion McGill Smith ’
38,
who bought a life insurance policy on
herself. The policy is expected to bring
the library the equivalent o f $5,000 a
year to buy reference materials.
McGill Smith, who earned her
bachelor’
s degree at UM and did
graduate work at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C., was
director o f the Jackson Library at
Stanford Business School for twentyone years until her retirement in 1979.
During her tenure at Stanford, the
collection grew from 24,000 to 250,000
volumes, the budget increased from
$39,000 to $500,000, and the library
endowment rose from $140,000 to
$750,000. In 1972, McGill Smith
received a Women o f Achievement
award from the International
Biographical Directory, recognizing her
professional contributions.
Asked about her gift to the Mansfield
Library, McGill Smith' said, “I thought
the University was very good to me.
At the time I went to school, I worked
my way through—for twenty-five cents
an hour, can you believe that?—but I
had help from so many individuals who
were good to me. And I felt the

University needed this. It’
s my
expression o f appreciation.”

Bessey Memorial Library Fund
The widow o f Otto Arthur Bessey
’
28 has established a memorial library
fund through the UM Foundation in
honor o f her husband. Mrs. B essey’
s
gift establishes a $10,000 endowment
to acquire non-fiction books for the
Mansfield Library.
Bessey, a distinguished biochemist
who earned his Ph.D. at the University
o f Pittsburgh, was a pioneer researcher
in human nutrition. During his fiftyyear career, Bessey published
extensively on diet and vitamins, was a
sought-after consultant, served on many
advisory committees and was often
honored for his research. At the time
o f his death in 1984, he was a
consultant to the Mount Sinai School o f
Medicine in New York. His real love,
according to Mrs. Bessey, was
teaching.
At UM, Bessey was a talented track
athlete. Although he was only five feet,
four inches tall, he was known as ‘
‘
the
little giant” and threw the javelin 183
feet nine inches, excellent for that time.
‘
‘
At that time,” Mrs Bessey said,
‘
‘
javelin throwers would just stand and
throw. Otto realized he could not
compete just standing there, so he came
up with the running start that most
javelin throwers use today.”
Anyone interested in contributing to
this ftind should contact the University
o f Montana Foundation at 600
University Ave., Missoula, MT 59812,
or phone 243-2593.

President and Mrs. Koch lead the way daring the Volksmarch.

Pam Dale, right, president o f the Theta Rho
chapter o f Delta Delta Delta sorority, presents
library Dean Ruth Patrick with a check for
$16,356.

Theta Rho gives again
The most recent in a series o f annual
contributions from the Theta Rho
chapter o f the Delta Delta Delta
sorority has provided the library with
$16,356.
The funds will be used to expand
library services, according to UM
Library Dean Ruth Patrick.
‘
‘
W e will purchase equipment,
making information more easily and
readily available to UM students and
faculty,” she said. Planned purchases
include four microform reader printers
and four VHS video players, as well as
four chairs.
Last year the chapter gave
$15,059.13 to the library.

A walk through history
Volksmarchs have long been popular
in Europe. Literally ‘
‘
p eop le’
s walk,”
a volksmarch is a non-competitive
outdoor walk for all ages and athletic
abilities.
In late September the University
Wellness Center, with help from Hide
& Sole/Birkenstock Footwear, the
Missoula Downtown Association and
the Missoula Sheraton, sponsored
M issoula’
s first Volksmarch. The aim
o f the 4.2-mile walk was to promote
good health and community
involvement. It is no coincidence that
promoting good health is also the aim
o f the Wellness Center, a new program
funded by employee health insurance
contributions.
Despite a cool gray day, more than
five hundred Missoulians o f all ages
made the 4.2 mile walk beginning at
the steps o f Main Hall, wandering past
historic homes in the University district
and downtown, and ending at the
Sheraton, where the hotel provided
refreshments.

Around the Oval
Pettinato named acting
pharmacy dean

Ron Ziegler, president o f the National Association o f Truck Stop Operators, answers questions
from journalism students interested in his role as press secretary to former President Richard
Nixon. Ziegler came to Missoula in October to speak at the annual Chamber o f Commerce banquet.

UM grapples with more budget cuts
People at the University have begun
to feel like they are riding a slicer in a
delicatessen. The budget cutting blade
keeps on spinning, and slices o f meat
continue to be peeled off. Any fat was
trimmed long ago.
Since our last report (“Budget Cuts:
Round Two,” Montanan, Fall ’
86) the
University System and UM have lost
even more money. State revenue
collections have continued to fall short
o f earlier expectations. By late October
it was clear the statewide cuts
mandated by the June special session o f
the Legislature would not be enough.
On Nov. 10 Montana Governor Ted
Schwinden announced a 2 percent cut
in the budgets o f all state agencies.
UM, which had begun the academic
year with $1.9 million less than
originally budgeted and fifty-three
fewer employees, was faced with the
need to cut another $543,408. Two
days later, the problem became worse
when the UM Office o f Institutional
Research projected that student fees
would bring in nearly $350,000 less
than expected due to a decline in the
number o f students paying out-of-state
tuition.
Plans to deal with the latest cuts
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were not complete at press time.
Adding to campus frustrations, no one
in Helena will deny that further cuts
are possible.
System-wide, the total reduction is
nearly twice the budget o f Western
Montana College and only slightly less
than the budgets o f either Eastern
Montana College or Northern Montana
College.
State educational leaders and UM
President Koch in particular have made
the case that the solution to M ontana’
s
economic woes lies in increased
support for higher education. In talks to
alumni and civic groups throughout
Montana, Koch has pointed to New
England as a region where investment
in higher education has paid off
handsomely in rejuvenated state
economies. Koch has also called
attention to the many ways UM
programs are directly helping the
Montana economy (For one example
see “Working together with the business
community” on pgs. 14-15).
The only certainty is that the
upcoming legislative session will be
critical to the future o f higher education
in Montana.
Stay tuned.

Frank Pettinato has been named
acting dean o f the School o f Pharmacy
and Allied Health Sciences for the
1986-87 academic year. He assumed
his duties Sept. 1.
Pettinato replaces Philip Catalfomo,
who resigned after eleven years at UM
to become dean o f the College o f
Health Sciences at the University o f
Wyoming.
Pettinato, a specialist in
pharmaceutical chemistry, joined UM’
s
pharmacy faculty in 1958. An Essex,
Mont., native, he earned his doctorate
at the University o f Washington after
receiving bachelor’
s and m aster’
sdegrees in pharmacy from UM.
Athough Pettinato officially retired
from UM July 1, he said he was
persuaded to return out o f a sense o f
commitment to the University.
“It will be a challenging year,” he
said. “Our major goal will be to see
the School o f Pharmacy and the
Department o f Physical Therapy
through their re-accreditation reviews
this fall.”
He also said he will will not be a
candidate for dean.

Michael J. Papich
scholarship established
for returning students
A scholarship for a returning student
has been established through the UM
Foundation in memory o f Michael J.
Papich.
Papich, who drowned May 18, 1986,
while rafting on the Clark Fork River,
was the son o f Kathleen Papich and the
late Michael Papich o f Anaconda. He
had returned to UM seeking a second
degree with plans to pursue a teaching
career. His strong desire and
determination to attain his educational
goals prompted the establishment o f the
scholarship.
A returning student is someone
whose formal education has been
interrupted. The student must be
working toward o f bachelor’
s degree
and have a grade point average o f at
least 2.5 to qualify for the scholarship.
For further information write to the
Financial Aid Office, University o f
Montana, Missoula, MT 59812, or call
243- 5373.

Around the Oval
Mansfield Center attracts visiting diplomat, visiting Chinese scholar
Since it was first conceived, the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center at
the University o f Montana promised to
enlarge the University’
s—and
M ontana’
s—w indow on Asia. It was
also meant to attract senior experts on
foreign policy and the broad field o f
ethics in public affairs.
Little more than a year old, the
Center is already fulfilling those
promises in the persons o f two visitors:
American diplomat Leo Moser and
visiting scholar Qinshi Meng from the
P eople’
s Republic o f China.
Moser, an expert on China whose
most recent post was Deputy Assistant
Secretary o f State for the Bureau o f
Human Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs, is assigned to the University
through the U.S. Foreign Service
Institute’
s Diplomat In Residence
program. Only a few such
appointments are made each year, and
Mansfield Center Director Paul Lauren
regards having Moser at UM as an
honor for the University and an
endorsement o f the Mansfield Center.
Moser, who moved to Missoula from
Washington, D.C., immediately began
teaching classes on U.S. policy and
human rights in Southeast Asia. He
also speaks to University and
community groups on request and will
be teaching a telecourse winter quarter
called “China: Adapting the Past—
Building the Future.’
’

Moser has written three books: The
Technology Trap: Survival in a ManMade Environment; The Chinese
Mosaic: The Peoples and Provinces o f
China; and Toward a Better
Understanding: U.S.-Japan Relations.
Meng, a philosophy scholar from
Beijing at the Chinese Academy o f
Social Sciences, is deputy editor o f the
Philosophical Translation Journal, the
only vehicle in China for introducing
Western philosophy.
His three-month visit, which he
hopes will be extended, is funded by
the National Academy o f S cien ce’
s
Committee on Scholarly Communica
tion with the P eople’
s Republic o f
China. The University o f Montana is
one o f seven American universities that
received grants for a visiting Chinese
scholar out o f fifty universities
competing for the privilege, according
to Raymond Wylie, professor o f Asian
affairs in the Mansfield Center.
Meng learned English in a Christian
secondary school in the late 1930s.
After the war, Meng first studied
hydraulics at Tienjang University
before transferring to Chinghua
University in Beijing, where he was
graduated in sociology in 1951.
During the Cultural Revolution,
which Meng says is now called the
“Ten Years o f C haos,’
’he, like many
Chinese intellectuals, was separated
from his wife and family and sent to do

Regents study higher
education system

special session in June to deal with a
significant state income shortage,
adopted a similar resolution supporting
the regents’study.
Commissioner Carol K rause’
s report
was completed for a regents’retreat at
the UM Biological Station on Flathead
Lake Oct. 10-11. The discussions
begun at that retreat continued at the
regents’regular monthly meeting, held
at the University Oct. 23-24 to coincide
with the Grizzly-Bobcat game.
Early in their deliberations the
regents decided against pursuing the
more drastic options like institutional
closures or consolidations on the
grounds that such actions were
politically impossible. The process
since then has been one o f attrition
with some o f the specific options
outlined by the commissioner being
dropped from further consideration and
many more remaining on the table.

Last year’
s budget cuts prompted the
Montana Board o f Regents to undertake
a complete review o f the entire
Montana University System.
At their April meeting in Lewistown,
the board adopted a resolution, offered
by Regent Dennis Lind, directing the
Commissioner o f Higher Education to
study and report on the consequences
o f fifteen possible areas for
restructuring within the system.
Included were items like closure or
consolidation o f schools, reductions in
support for intercollegiate athletics,
tuition increases, imposition o f
admissions requirements, seasonal
closures, and consolidation, transfer or
elimination o f various academic
programs.
The Montana Legislature, meeting in

farm labor in the countryside.
Like Moser, Meng is speaking to
classes and community organizations.
With his combination o f training and
experience, it is hardly surprising that
Meng can speak knowledgeably o f his
government and o f Chinese and western
philosophy and can then turn around
and speak equally well on subjects
outside his scholarly field, such as
Chinese irrigation and soil
conservation, as he did recently at a
Montana Association o f Conservation
Districts meeting.

Grizzlies take to the air
One problem with calling the 6-4
Grizzly football campaign a Cinderella
season is that the Grizzlies, in winning
five o f their last six games and looking
increasingly effective with each game,
showed no signs becoming anything but
an even better football team.
Almost no one, not the Big Sky
coaches, not the fans, not the preseason
polls, picked the Griz to finish
anywhere but dead last in the Big Sky.
O f course no one polled the team, and
first-year coach Don Read—if he did
have other ideas—w asn’
t making any
predictions.
Read is unassuming and soft-spoken.
While the Grizzlies look less-thanoverpowering in the early going, Read
won the respect o f the fans by refusing
to make excuses for losses, while
working patiently to teach the
Grizzlies, formerly a running team, his
complex passing attack.
Homecoming fans were treated to a
barn-burner 42-37 win that was in
doubt until the last play, a controversial
Eastern Washington incomplete pass in
the end zone.
The turning point was probably the
Grizzlies 59-28 drubbing o f MSU. Not
content to settle for state-wide bragging
rights, they dropped only one o f their
remaining games, closing with a 35-14
win over R ead’
s former team, Portland
State.
Along the way the Grizzly air attack
logged more frequent-flier miles than
any other Division I-AA team in the
country. Senior quarterback Brent
Pease, a virtual unknown before the
season, became arguably the finest
Grizzly quarterback ever, leading the
Big Sky and the nation in total offense
and touchdown passes.
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UM’
s First Family

Standing in front o f their new home are Donna and James Koch and their children Mark and Beth.

Vlrglml* B n n

Getting off to a good start
By Virginia Vickers Braun
In 1977, James Koch was named Teacher o f the Year at
Illinois State University, a university o f nearly 20,000
students. It is an honor Koch is proud of, and it is
indicative o f UM’
s 15th president; Koch (pronounced
Cook) is foremost an academician.
Koch holds a Ph.D. in economics from Northwestern
University. He speaks two foreign languages, Spanish and
German. His area o f expertise is economics, but he is
fascinated by history, particularly the history o f World War
II, a war which he says shaped the world in which we live
today, and he has taught courses on the subject.
He has also published seven books on economics and
numerous articles on the economics o f education, including
a forthcoming article in Social Science Quarterly and a
book with Indiana Press on the economics o f intercollegiate
athletics.
His background in economics will be particularly useful
in his position as UM’
s top administrator. The University
has had to absorb budget cuts o f 6xh percent or nearly 2x/i
million this academic year and a drop o f about $350,000 in
revenue due largely to a drop in the number o f students
paying out-of-state tuition. According to Koch, “Economics
is best understood as a way o f attacking problems. It’
s a
10

way o f thinking, not a set o f answ ers.’
’
Teaching, scholarship and research are important to
Koch, and he plans to continue both teaching and writing.
“I will be teaching next fall, probably in the economics
department. I taught this summer and last spring at Ball
State. It’
s good for me. I enjoy doing it, and it’
s a good
way to stay in touch with students and faculty.”
A soft-spoken man who looks a bit like Abe Lincoln,
Koch has already earned a reputation for putting in long
hours o f hard work. His work week averages about fifty to
sixty hours, not counting official functions on weekends.
He usually begins his day at 7:30 a.m. and often leaves
after six o ’
clock. When there aren’
t enough hours during
the day, he schedules informal work sessions with various
campus groups at his home in the evenings. He has spent
almost as much time on the road, traveling around the state
and getting to know alumni, legislators and state leaders, as
he has in the office.
His style has been characterized by expectations o f high
standards o f performance and a firm commitment to
maintaining the University’
s reputation for excellence. He
is also committed to opening the lines o f communication on
campus. This fall, he held four open forums, where he
candidly discussed issues o f concern with students, faculty

UM’
s First Family
M issoula’
s beautiful geographic setting was another strong
and staff. A new fifteen-member President’
s Advisory
incentive to accept the presidency at UM.
Council, composed o f administrators, faculty, staff and
A “closet athlete,” Koch enjoys sports and the outdoors.
students, was unveiled in November. The council, which is
He likes to watch and compete in competitive sports. “Last
more representative o f various campus constituencies than
summer I was playing softball, and a year ago I broke
past advisory groups, will focus on the University’
s top
priorities and on long-range strategic planning, such as the
three ribs playing basketball with some undergraduates.”
setting o f admission standards.
Lately he’
s been getting his exercise running. H e’
s gotten
to know the area by running four to six miles in any
“W e’
d like to get the campus as a whole involved in
direction from the campus. Both the campus and the
working with Don Habbe [vice president for academic
community are about half the size o f Ball State in Muncie,
affairs and chairman o f the council] to develop a list o f
Ind., his former home. He also enjoys hiking and, to some
criteria to evaluate program s,’
’Koch said. “W e’
re going
degree, mountain climbing.
to be making some changes in the administrative structure
Other hobbies include playing the piano and the pipe
to make it more responsive. I’
m going to designate
organ (“although I’
m increasingly out o f practive”). The
someone head o f our student affairs area—someone not at
son o f a Lutheran minister, he used to play the organ in
the vice presidential level—to make the student affairs area
church, and recently he gave the sermon at St. Paul’
s
more sensitive to student needs.’
’The president has made a
Lutheran church in Missoula.
point o f getting to know students, helping to move a group
His main interest, though, is his family. His wife,
o f newcomers into the dorms and taking his place behind
Donna, taught English and “writing across the curriculum”
the serving counter in the Lodge cafeteria.
at Ball State. After getting settled in, she may try to work
Koch sees the challenges that lie ahead as a way to make
part time next fall. She also has helped entertain some 750
some positive changes. “Part o f my job is to get people to
guests in their home at 1325 Gerald Ave. during the
look up rather than down—to sense the opportunities out
months o f September and October. Their daughter, Beth, is
there. We need to re-focus our decisions; drop certain
15 and a sophomore at Hellgate. Her dad says she’
s a fine
programs and strengthen those that remain.
student and that she’
s interested in the arts and humanities.
“Difficult times make people more willing to
She plays in the school band and is practicing to go to the
contemplate difficult choices. People are willing to talk
Rose Bowl. Son Mark, 11, is in the fifth grade at Paxson.
about fundamental values and to consider actions that
His major interest in life is athletics, and he particularly
otherwise would be out o f the question.’
’
enjoys playing soccer.
It was, in fact, the nature o f the challenge at UM
“I certainly like the people in Missoula. They’
ve been
that attracted Koch here in the first place. “It’
s a
exceedingly friendly. The campus-community relations are
tremendously important time for the state o f Montana,” he
better here than other places I’
ve been. All the people
said. “Crucial decisions are being made. It was an
w e’
ve met have a genuine concern about the future o f the
exciting possibility to com e and be a part
campus and the ftiture o f the state.”
o f that—to influence the course o f events. I can
make a difference, both to the
University and the state. Most people
don’
t have that opportunity.”
The University’
s greatest strength, he
says, is its faculty. Second is its
relationship with the community,
alumni and other supporters.
Some o f the goals Koch has outlined
include a satellite uplink for the
Telecommunications Center, which will
enable UM to broadcast courses and
cultural and athletic events throughout
the state; continued emphasis on
maintaining academic quality; and a
greater emphasis on international
studies, focusing on the Mansfield
Center for Far East studies and
establishing an exchange program in
either Austria or Germany.
Koch also wants to spread the word
about the University’
s potential for
stimulating economic development and
increasing the quality o f life in
Montana. “I find Montanans hard
Clockwise from above: President and Mrs. Koch
working, straightforward individuals
greet spectators during the Homecoming
parade; President Koch gets to know students
who are loyal and very proud.”
first-hand as he takes a torn behind the lunch
Like others who are attracted by the
counter in the Lodge; the president reviews his
state’
s natural beauty, Koch said
notes before his inauguration Nov. 24.
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Opening Remarks to the Faculty
By James V. Koch
September 22, 1986

G

ood morning. I could be accused o f carrying coals to
Newcastle this morning if I attempted to welcome
many o f you to the University o f Montana. After all, I
have been here myself only about three weeks. Hence, I
will simply tell you that I am very pleased to be a part o f
this fine academic community. The University o f Montana
possesses a rich tradition that is solidly based upon aca
demic quality and service to the state and nation. I will do
all within my power to maintain and extend that tradition.
I suspect that some o f you may have attended this session
because o f curiosity. You want to know what I stand for and
what is on my mind. I will attempt to satisfy that curiosity
this morning by providing you with some notion o f the
nature of my academic values and what I believe to be
some o f the salient challenges facing the University in the
year ahead.
Let me say a few words about the things that make me
tick as an academic. My academic values are rather tradi
tional. I believe strongly in the academic enterprise and in
the liberating value o f higher education both for individuals
and for society as a whole. Higher education can teach us
both how to live and how to make a living.
The fundamental task o f any university is the search for
truth about the human condition—what it has been, what it
is, and what it will become. Here at UM, the great seal of
the University commits us to the search for “Lux et
Veritas,’
—light and truth. This formidable task implies two
mutally supportive conditions. The first is the creation and
nurturing of an atmosphere o f free inquiry. Collectively we
must pursue the truth wherever it leads us and we must not
place fetters upon the legitimate exercise o f a free
marketplace for ideas. Second, we must strive for ex
cellence in all that we do. We must not be satisfied either
with mediocre academic programs or with undistinguished
performances. Whatever we choose to do, we must do well.
Our expectations of ourselves and o f our students must be
impressively high. I am reminded o f Alexander Pope’
s
biting observation that “Blessed is he who expects nothing,
for he shall never be disappointed.”To be sure, we risk oc
casional disappointment when we demand excellence. But
we cannot be satisfied with anything less. Let the University
o f Montana become synonymous with a visible and endur
ing commitment to quality and excellence in higher
education.
I would like to develop several other themes this morn
ing. One o f these relates to the need for this academic com
munity to reach out to the citizens o f the State o f Montana
whenever and wherever possible. The University o f Mon
tana is the flagship institution o f higher education for the
state, and this designation carries with it significant respon
sibilities. The University constitutes a major resource for a
state that is large in size and surprisingly diverse in terms
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o f its demographics, economic circumstances, and cultural
opportunities. We must be innovative and find additional
ways to make our resources and services available to Mon
tana citizens wherever they reside. This might, for example,
involve the use o f telecommunications to provide credit
courses, cultural and athletic events, and inservice oppor
tunities to individuals who reside in locations remote from
Missoula. I hope that you will agree that such efforts can
do much to enhance the quality o f life of Montanans.
Our outreach activities must also involve well-organized
economic development ventures that are designed both to
revitalize existing Montana industries and to encourage the
incubation o f new firms and industries that will create new
jobs and diversify the state’
s economic base. Let me note
parenthetically that I have been impressed with the
emergence nationwide o f cottage industries and “work at
home”situations. In 1985, over 10 million Americans cited
their home address as their place o f work when they filed
their federal income tax return. Empirical evidence suggests
that these dynamic activities tend to occur in sites and
locales that are perceived to feature a high quality o f life.
Because this is true, the University o f Montana can have a
major impact upon this increasingly important form of
economic development. Not only does the University reside
in a state that is renowned for its quality o f life, but also
the University is itself responsible for nurturing that quality
o f life for Montana citizens wherever they reside. In any
case, a more vibrant economy will benefit nearly all Mon
tanans as well as the University itself.
The School o f Business and the School of Forestry have
been the two major vehicles by which we have undertaken a
considerable number of very successful economic develop
ment activities in the past. If anything, we have been guilty
o f hiding the light o f our activities in these areas
underneath the proverbial bushel basket. We must do better
in that regard in every area in the future. We are a strong
University with much to offer the state o f Montana. Our
strength will go to waste, however, if the citizens are
unaware o f what we have to offer.
Another theme (and an inevitable one) this morning is the
U niversity’
s financial circumstances. The U niversity’
s
budget has suffered some grievous cuts in the past year and
our ability to carry out our mission has been impaired. I
find it difficult to believe that this process can continue
without it resulting in irreparable harm to our educational
programs. Indeed, I believe that certain o f our academic
endeavors have already been damaged to such an extent that
either major resuscitation is required or we must eliminate
these endeavors from our portfolio o f offerings.
Consistent with the principle that “whatever it is that we
choose to do, we must do it well or not do it at all,” we
must identify our strengths and our weaknesses and then
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allocate our resources accordingly. Given the scarcity of
resources that plagues us, we must carefully identify low
quality, low priority activities and then bite the bullet either
by suspending or terminating them. I realize that this is
tough talk and an unattractive prospect after several years o f
fiscal unhappiness; however, I suspect that most o f you will
agree that we risk general mediocrity by repetitively cutting
all o f our activities by the same proportion. Similarly, there
is an arbitrary tyranny associated with personnel policies
that seize any position that happens to become available
simply because the position is empty and vulnerable. All of
us recognize that this is occasionally necessary.
Nonetheless, our goal must be a more reasoned process that
is tied to our long-range academic strengths.
Another theme that I wish to touch upon this morning is
our need to be customer oriented. If Peters and Waterman,
the authors o f In Search o f Excellence, were here this
morning, they would advise us that we need to become in
timately familiar with our higher education customers and
then find out how best to satisfy their needs. The University
o f Montana serves many different customers or constituen
cies, the primary one being our student body. We must be
sensitive to the needs o f students and constantly focus upon
how to improve the quality o f their educational experiences.
Our aspirations in this area should not be modest. Our goal
should be nothing less than the attainment o f national
recognition as an institution that offers rigorous, highquality education in a caring atmosphere. But we must
listen to what our students are telling us if we are to know
best how to serve them and stretch them intellectually.
Needless to say, this same general proviso applies to our
relationships with our other constituencies as well. Follow
ing Peters and Waterman, we must stay in touch with our
customers whether they be students, journal editors, the
state government, or a private foundation.
Still another theme o f importance for us this morning is
the internationalization o f the campus. We live in a world in
which nations and peoples are increasingly interdependent
upon each other. The profusion o f Tpyotas and Nissans on
our roads, to say nothing o f Hyundais and Yugos, is a con
stant reminder that Montana, although the fourth largest
state in area, is after all a small area in a large and very
competitite world. We are daily influenced by developments
such as Muslim fundamentalism and acid rain that do not
originate in Montana. Our success in dealing with these
phenomena depends upon our ability to understand the
cultures and systems that produce them.
e must understand our fellow human beings and their
cultures in order to live with them, respect them,
and, as necessary, compete with them. Let us not make the
mistake that General Motors made in Latin America when
it attempted to introduce its Nova Chevrolet automobile.
GM ’
s English speaking managers did not bother to find out
that “no va’
’in Spanish means, literally, “it w on’
t go ,’
’
or “don’
t go .’
’Small wonder that the sales o f the Nova
were disastrously low in Latin America even though it
seemed to be the right car at the right time.
The moral to this story is clear. We live in an interdepen
dent, exceedingly complex world. Only at our own peril do
we attempt to isolate ourselves either in the State o f Mon
tana or in the United States o f America. Hence, we must
internationalize our campus by increasing dramatically our
exchanges with institutions in other countries. This implies
both attracting significantly more foreign students and pro
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fessors to UM as well as sending more UM students and
faculty to foreign centers o f higher learning. We must also
internatifinalize our curriculum and give appropriate support
to the study o f foreign languages.
1he primary vehicle o f our internationalization activities
will be our Mansfield Center, which is a resource o f
great value and consequence to us. Since the Mansfield
Center’
s primary focus is upon the Pacific Basin countries,
much o f our institutional focus will be upon the same
burgeoning countries—Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and the P eople’
s Republic o f China. I do not believe that I
exaggerate when I state that a student who graduates from
UM without an understanding o f the cultural complexity
and potential o f the Pacific Basin countries is a student who
has not been liberally educated. One o f my major goals,
then, will be to augment the opportunities that we have to
enhance our understanding o f the rest o f the world,
especially the Asian world. If, as many predict, the next
century will be “the Pacific century,” then we at the
University o f Montana must anticipate that development.
Let me switch gears for a moment and touch upon the
final theme. I com e to you as a colleague who traditionally
has valued and supported the concept o f shared governance.
That belief is based upon the notion that faculty and staff
ought to be involved in an advisory capacity in the opera
tion o f this or any university. I pledge myself to utilize
campus governance organizations as a means to determine
campus sentiment on issues o f importance. Campus gover
nance organizations can also be a vehicle for communica
tion and increased understanding. These latter two
items—communication and understanding—assume special
importance in a time when there exists a real possibility
that the University may face further reductions in the base
appropriation. If that unattractive scenario should develop,
then it is essential that extensive consultation occur on this
campus before I make final decisions. Although it is not
likely that we can reach campus-wide consensus with
respect to the optimal places to affect cuts in our academic
programs and offerings, that does not reduce the need for
open and vigorous discussion o f the alternatives by all in
terested members o f the campus community prior to any
decision-making on my part.
We at the University o f Montana are blessed with an ex
traordinarily large number o f faculty and staff who in the
best tradition o f Plato’
s Academy Garden, stand for, de
mand, and generate excellence. The sterling performance of
these individuals reminds us that we must not be modest in
our expectations. Our goal for the University o f Montana
must be nothing less than that it be the very best university
o f its type in the United States. We must not settle for less,
for the state o f Montana and society in general need what
we have to offer. As John Masefield, former Poet Laureate
o f Great Britain, so eloquently stated it some 40 years ago:
“In these days o f broken frontiers and collaps
ing values, when the dams are down and the
floods are making misery, when every future
looks grim and every ancient foothold has
become something o f a quagmire, wherever it
exists, the free minds o f men, urged on to full
and fair inquiry, may still bring wisdom into
human affairs.”
May that sentiment guide us and the State o f Montana
through these trying times. Thank you very much and best
wishes for a very productive year.
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S ch ool o f B usin ess Administration

Fomina Voaettier...
UM

and the business c o m m unity

By Kathryn D. Hubbell
Renewable Technologies Inc., is a
Montana business that knew when to
ask for help—at its very inception.
The four-year-old Butte business
research and consulting firm, heavily
composed o f engineers and scientists,
didn’
t have anyone trained in small
business management and
administration. The firm had hardly
opened in 1982 when it turned to the
University o f M ontana’
s Small
Business Institute (SBI) for help filling
those gaps.
“They do a really good jo b ,’
’says
company spokesman and founding
Pam Davis, a marketing assistant at Ribi ImmunoChem in Hamilton, g oes over a report with Kris
partner William Black o f the student
Dyszynsld, right, marketing manager, and President Nils Ribi. Pam first worked at Ribi
teams who have helped analyze his
ImmunoChem as a student intern in the spring o f 1986 and part time that summer.
business and provide specific
management recommendations.
“They’
ve helped us in many aspects o f business
cash-flow projections, personnel management or any o f a
administration, for example our understanding o f cash
number o f other areas. Many o f the students have
flow. And one o f the things that has meant a great deal to
experience in the kinds o f business for which they are
us is they provided an independent assessment o f the
now consulting.
business early on, giving us outside credibility at a time
The SB I’
s services are offered free to individual
when we needed funding and backers.’
’
businesses; the Small Business Administration picks up the
Black is hot alone in finding help from UM ’
s School o f
cost. In a typical year business students provide
Business Administration, which runs the SBI. Through the
approximately 5,000 hours o f consultation to eighty
SBI, the student internship program, the Bureau o f
businesses in western Montana.
Business and Economic Research (BBER), UM’
s Center o f
The student internship program is another exchange
Continuing Education and individualized consultation and
between the University and the business community that
research, UM’
s School o f Business Administration reaches
draws praise from employers and students alike. In this
hundreds o f small businesses in western Montana each
program, students work for both classroom credit and pay.
year. The school has also developed a core area o f study in
Employers benefit in two major ways. They are able to
small business, providing students with theoretical and
provide feedback to the University about the kind o f
analytical skills to understand the small business sector o f
training and education they are looking for in their
the Montana economy.
employees, forming closer ties with the University. And
Larry Gianchetta, dean o f the School o f Business
employers who hire interns are often training their own
Administration, says “It is certainly the role o f the
future employees. Not only do they appreciate the “try
business school to assist Montana businesses. W e’
re
before you buy’
’aspect o f internships, but they find the
pleased with our ability to offer help in a number o f
opportunity for training a new employee in their own
different areas.’
’
methods o f business especially valuable.
The Small Business Institute, one o f several nationwide,
During the 1985-86 academic year, seventy-nine students
was developed at UM twelve years ago. The program
were placed in business internships.
matches advanced students with businesses that request
The Bureau o f Business and Economic Research (BBER)
help. Student teams work closely with management
is the research arm o f the UM’
s School o f Business
identifying problems, analyzing possible solutions and
Administration. The Bureau, which publishes the highly
developing recommendations. They may work with
respected Montana Business Quarterly, provides current
inventory control, marketing strategy, financial analysis.
information and analysis on M ontana’
s employment and
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income levels. The Bureau has developed a comprehensive
“Economics Montana” forecasting system, a projection o f
statewide income and employment information.
Specialists in M ontana’
s forest products industry, the
researchers at the Bureau survey forest products firms and
analyze the industry in several western states on a regular
basis. Working with the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau
has developed the first Forest Industries Data Collection
System on the structure and nature o f the industry.
The Bureau is active in conducting surveys, from the
quarterly Montana Poll on various issues affecting the state
to individuals surveys for independent clients. The Bureau
also holds highly popular, annual, econmic outlook
seminars around the state, gathering representatives from
business and government to discuss prospects for the
coming year. Each seminar features a local business panel
and a segment devoted to a current topic, such as the
state’
s natural resource industries.
The Bureau also provides a County Data Package service
including demographic information on personal income,
population, employment and households for counties across
Montana. The information can be an invaluable marketing
tool for all types o f businesses, from retailers wondering
where to target a direct-mail piece to real estate agents who
have to know each individual neighborhood. Finally, the
Bureau is able to answer individual requests for information
or to serve as a referral source for obtaining further
information.
The School o f Business Adminstration doesn ’
t limit itself
to providing M ontana’
s small-business community with
practical help and research alone. Recognizing the
importance o f continued training for business managers,
the School o f Business Administration collaborates with
UM’
s Center for Continuing Education and Summer
Programs in offering conferences, short courses and
workshops in areas like financial analysis, cash-flow
management, tax laws and tax planning, and personnel
management. The business sch ool’
s faculty and the Center
for Continuing Education’
s staff also develop custom
programs.
Several individualized services round out the array o f
programs linking small business and the University.
Students working under the direction o f faculty members
carry out special research projects for individual firms in
areas such as market feasibility, customer satisfaction and
business plans. Faculty members are available for
professional consultation in areas including accounting
practices, marketing techniques, computer applications in
business and personnel management.
Two advisory boards complete the working partnership
between the business community and UM’
s School o f
Business Administration. Making sure that textbook theory
and reality work hand-in-hand is the Business Advisory
Council, made up o f eighteen members, representing
business leaders from throughout the Northwest; and the
nine-member Accounting Advisory Board, representing
business and accounting firms from cities throughout
Montana as well as Seattle, Minneapolis and Anchorage.
Both councils keep the school in touch with the world o f
business and help direct curriculum and academic efforts.
The councils also help inform both local and state
communities about the School o f Business Administration’
s
ongoing partnership with Montana business.

Your C on trib u tion A lw ays
M ean s A L ot To Us.
T his Year It May M ean
M ORE TO YOU!
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changes the way
charitable contributions can be deducted and
makes it more attractive for many taxpayers to
pay off pledges or make gifts this year.
Included in the tax code changes for next year
are a lowering of tax rates so the after-tax cost
of giving will in many cases rise, and the
elimination of charitable deductions for those
who do not itemize. The tax deductibility of gifts
of appreciated property (like stocks or real estate)
also will be greatly diluted next year.
For more information, see your tax advisor or
call Bill Zader at the U M Foundation (406)
243-2593.
Your help is needed for the University's annual
giving program, the Excellence Fund, and the
current capital fund drive, the U M Campaign.
Send your contribution to either program in the
envelope enclosed in this issue or mail it to P.O.
Box 7159, Missoula, M T 59807-7159.
Your contribution is always important to the
University. This year, it just might be worth a
little more to you!
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Vlrgtala Braaa

Ho ward Skagg»

Howard Ski||i

Clockwise from above, UM Athletic Director
Harley Lewis leads a tour o f the nearly
completed Washington-Grizzly Stadium;
offensive tackle Shawn Poole gets a hng
from little brother, Cody, 3 after the Griz
beat Eastern Washington 42-37; Ben
Carter, president o f Sigma Nn, sets fire to
the chapter’
s mortgage at a dinner
celebrating the fraternity’
s 75th anniversary
and the retirement o f the chapter’
s
mortgage; Ethel Hockaday, Delta Gamma
housemother for seventeen years, joins
Homecoming Queen Loreen Leonard, a DG,
at the SOS; Linda Sunderland, right, whose
husband, Marv, is a scout for the New York
Jets, enjoys a traditional tailgate party with
the Frizelle and Stromberg families of
Whiteflsh.
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Howard S lu t f l

H om ecom ing

Vlfflau B n u

Virginia Braaa

Virginia Brana

Clockwise from left: Dick Solberg '54, associate vice president for
academic affairs, and Scotta Herrin Williams '68 o f Seattle admire
pottery displayed at the Art Fair; enjoying cookont and a "roa st"
are these members o f a fictional Greek faternlty; standing in back,
King Eric Botterbnsch o f Helena and Queen Loreen Leonard of
Missoula reign over the parade with royalty Bob Roe o f Billings
and Francie Marcinkowski o f Missoula; President James Koch
spoke on the importance o f the libraiy to the community at the
dedication o f the Missoula Area Business Collections in the library
archives.

Bernard Skagga
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R esearch

UM, Boone & Crockett Club find
a research home on the range
By Carol Susan W oodruff
At the foot o f the Rocky Mountains, about fifteen miles
west o f the small town o f Dupuyer, Mont., sprawls a
6,000-acre ranch where the conservation ethic o f former
President Teddy Roosevelt thrives.
The land, through which runs trout-filled Dupuyer Creek,
is home at least seasonally to a wealth o f wildlife
species—to every species present at the time o f settlement,

in fact, with the exception o f the bison.
The area is prime winter range for elk and white-tailed
and mule deer. These large mammals share their habitat
with eagles, hawks, falcons, owls, grouse, pheasants,
partridges, Canada geese and ducks. Other denizens o f the
ranch and nearby property include grizzly and black bears,
mountain lions, mountain goats, bighorn sheep and wolves.
The land has traditionally supported a considerable
number o f cattle as well.

Neal Wlcfcft
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R esearch
Abundant wildlife, suitability for ranching and only
limited local oil and gas exploration make the area an ideal
site for conservation-oriented research sponsored by the
Boone and Crockett Club.
The club, founded almost a century ago by Teddy
Roosevelt, bought the Triple Divide Ranch in 1985 and
renamed it the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch (TRM
Ranch). The invitation-only club, whose regular members
number just over 100, is the official keeper o f statistics on
rifle-hunted North American big game. The group also
sponsors graduate-level wildlife research, promotes
conservation measures, and encourages wildlife education
for hunters and non-hunters alike.
The University o f Montana is a prime beneficiary o f the
clu b’
s purchase o f the ranch. The club plans to raise
$900,000 for UM—the interest from which will pay a
Boone and Crockett Research P rofessor’
s salary and
finance research projects.
The professor, yet to be chosen, will conduct research
on the relationship among livestock operations, wildlife
needs and vegetation—a subject o f great interest to ranchers
throughout North America.
“Some ranchers forgo considerable benefits to have
wildlife on their ranch,’
’says Dan Poole, a professional
(advisory) member o f the club, president o f the Wildlife
Management Institute and a UM graduate. “W e aim to
make that forgoing a little bit less painful.”
In addition to serving as a field experiment station, the
ranch will stay in the cattle business. The club plans to put
100 o f its own cattle on the property and has chosen
neighboring rancher Tom Salansky as the TRM Ranch
manager.
The research professor will have plenty o f company at
the ranch, where three houses will permit researchers to
work year round in comfort. State and federal agency
researchers, fellow UM faculty members, and graduate and
post-graduate students from UM and other universities will
perform research there. Other visitors will be ranchers
interested in learning how to manage their land for the
benefit o f both wildlife and livestock.
The land will also be open to people who get the ranch
m anager’
s permission to hunt. The exception will be Boone
and Crockett Club members, for whom the land will be off
limits for hunting.
The relationship between the club and UM is an unusual
one. “As far as I know, this is an unprecedented sort o f
arrangement,” says Professor Lee Metzgar, director o f
UM’
s Wildlife Biology Program. “It’
s not as if w e’
re
getting an endowment and then can go and do our thing
forever. The endowment is contingent upon five-year
reviews by UM and the club, so the club will remain in
perpetuity an active partner in the activities that g o on at
the ranch.”
If a review shows that the ranch program hasn’
t met the
goals set forth in the clu b’
s agreement with UM, the
University will have to return the clu b’
s $900,000.
UM faculty, Boone and Crockett Club members,
ranchers, and wildlife and range specialists recently
gathered in Missoula to set priorities for studies to be done
at the ranch. The Oct. 6-8 conference drew participants
from eleven states, the District o f Columbia and Alberta,
Canada.

Members o f the Boone & Crockett Club who recently tonred the
Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch near Dnpnyer are; Jim T eer of
Sinton, Texas; Dan Poole o f Washington, D.C.; Fred Pullman of
Lamoille, Nev.; Phil Wright o f Missoula; Dr. James (Red) Duke of
Houston; Sherman Gray o f Glen Head, N.Y.; Steve Adams o f Tulsa,
Okla.; and Gerald McCarthy o f Richmond, Va.

The group voted overwhelmingly to give top research
priority to the effects o f vegetation management on range
quality, economic return, wildlife and livestock. Other
high-ranked topics were public hunting options, the
nutritional quality o f plants as used by livestock and
wildlife, and the physiological responses o f wildlife to their
environment.
The group also voted to determine high-priority baseline
studies, in which scientists assess the current status o f an
area so they can monitor changes in it. Vegetation again
emerged as the first priority. Developing an information
management system and compiling a history o f the ranch
that would include human, biological and wildlife aspects
also ranked high. A fourth emphasis was documenting
wildlife habitat use and birth and growth rates.
Research is already underway. UM Assistant Professor
Don Bedunah, who specializes in range ecology, has
overseen the initial vegetation monitoring at the ranch and
is conducting a fencing experiment that will allow a
comparison between grazed and ungrazed areas. H e’
s also
taught a senior-level range planning class at the ranch and
expects to take part in research there on livestock’
s impact
on streamside areas, including their effect on erosion, fish
and water quality.
Conference participants express high hopes for the future
o f the TRM Ranch as a research site. Bill Wishart, a
wildlife research biologist from Alberta, says Canada
eagerly awaits the results o f studies done there.
“We don’
t have a lot o f data saying what the best
recipe” is for managing wildlife, livestock and vegetation,
he says. “They may com e up with a good recipe here
that’
s applicable to the front ranges on both sides o f the
Rockies.”
University o f Nevada wildlife management Professor Don
Klebenow, a UM graduate, believes the ranch has great
potential as an education center. “They plan to be really
selective o f graduate students and put them on significant
projects,” he says. “So there’
s potential for turning out
leaders o f national significance in wildlife management.”
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Alumni Association comes of age
By William Scott Brown
In 1898 Ella Robb Glenny and Eloise Knowles became
the first alumnae o f the University o f Montana (UM would
not have any alumni until the following year). By 1903 the
University had fifty-five alumni (and alumnae); Knowles,
who would later give her name to Knowles Hall and who
was then an instructor in drawing on the UM faculty,
organized the University o f Montana Alumni Association.
Its purpose was simply to support the fledgling University
in any way it could.
Eighty-eight years later there is still a University o f
Montana Alumni Association. Its purpose has not changed
much, but with 40,878 living alumni the Association is
vastly larger, and the importance o f alumni support for the
University has grown proportionately. In the last ten years
the Association has begun to realize its potential as UM’
s
most important source o f external support, and while the
Alumni Association has remained largely a Montana
organization, it is poised to more fully embrace the 50
percent o f UM alumni who live outside Montana.
Despite the fact that the Alumni Association represents
the alumni to the University and vice versa, few alumni
know much about it. In a real sense the Association has
been an organization without a written history. H. G.
Merriam in his book The University o f Montana: A History
makes only occasional mention o f UM alumni as a group
and no mention o f the Association.
Nevertheless alumni contributions to the University have
been significant and enduring. In 1919 the Association
sponsored the first UM Homecoming. Alumni, though not
the Association, got into fund-raising as early as 1921,
when the Alumni Challenge Athletic Field Corporation
raised $25,000 to build the original Domblaser Stadium. In
1953, nine members o f the Alumni Association founded the
University o f Montana Foundation Endowment, which
would later become the UM Foundation. A special $1
assessment, added to annual Alumni Association dues, put
the Foundation on its feet. That same year the Alumni
Association supported efforts to place the memorial carillon
in Main Hall by purchasing the most expensive o f the
forty-three original bells.
The last two projects were undertaken under Andy
Cogswell, who as head o f the University’
s public service
division, was the first staff director o f the Association
from 1946 through 1956. Under Cogswell, who later
became dean o f students, the Association became not only
more active but better organized. The present structure o f
the Association with an elected board and delegates
representing “districts” within Montana was one o f
Cogsw ell’
s innovations.
The next milestone was passed in the mid-1960s when
George Sarsfield ’
50 o f Butte was president o f the
Association. Under Sarsfield the Association incorporated
and was granted non-profit status, clearing the way for
alumni to raise substantial amounts o f money for student
scholarships. The Association continued to be the
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U niversity’
s principal private fund-raiser until the late
1970s. During that decade, \vhen limited funds for library
acquisitions threatened UM ’
s accreditation, the Association
began the Alumni Library Fund Drive and raised $200,000
for books. Until it was taken over by the Foundation and
renamed the Excellence Fund in 1979, the University’
s
annual fund drive was conducted by the Alumni
Association.
Today while the principal responsibility for private fund
raising has shifted to the UM Foundation, the Alumni
Association remains an active partner. In the $1.1 million
campaign for the Performing Arts/Radio-TV Center, alumni
took a leading role. Through the “Buy-A-Seat Program,”
UM alumni undertook the jo b o f symbolically selling each
o f the 500 seats in the planned Montana Theatre for $450
apiece. Delegates, board members and other active alumni
threw themselves into the project. Former Association
President Paul Chumrau alone “sold” ninety-four seats.
When the dust settled, only six months later, the
Association had exceeded its $225,000 goal by 26 percent.
That success was a watershed. It awoke both the
University and the leadership o f the Alumni Association to
the Association’
s potential. The reservoir o f affection
alumni had for their University was greater than anyone
had expected. When the UM Foundation asked the alumni
to take on a $2 million goal in the University o f Montana
Campaign, the alumni board accepted. Connie Corette
Kenney ’
61 o f Butte, who served as Alumni Association
president for most o f the intervening two-and-a-half years,
points proudly to the fact that more than 1,000 alumni have
contributed $1,956,000 to the UM Campaign. Kenney is
confident that alumni will meet their goal in the final
months o f the Campaign.
Kenney is also quick to point out that alumni have done
more than funnel cash to the University. During the 1981
Legislature, alumni across the state formed a network
coordinated by the staff o f the Alumni Office. The network
lobbied hard on behalf o f the University system, and when
the Legislature that year appropriated significantly
increased funds to bring faculty salaries closer to those o f
similar universities in neighboring states, alumni throughout
Montana had the satisfaction o f having played a major part
in that victory.
Nor is the Alumni Association a one-way street directing
aid to the University and receiving nothing in return for its
members. Through the professional staff o f the Alumni
Center, the UM Alumni Association organizes a host o f
activities: reunions at Homecoming and graduation; the
annual Alumni College, where alumni come together each
spring for a few days o f recreation and thought-provoking
discussion with University faculty; travel opportunities
throughout the world; and social gatherings in cities outside
Missoula. For this year’
s Grizzly-Bobcat football game the
alumni staff provided instructions to alumni groups outside
Montana who wanted to tune into the game broadcast. In
Denver alone more than 300 alums jammed Zang’
s
Brewery, where they watched the Grizzlies thrash the Cats
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Pictured from left is the Alumni Association staff: Amy True Heller,
Sheila MacDonald Sterns, Betsy Brown Holmquist, Vivian Heltemes,
Paddy O'Connell MacDonald and Truby Capp Bachman.

59-28. This magazine is a similar service to alumni: the
Alumni Association provides most o f the funds that keep
the Montanan coming three times a year to every UM
alum. Perhaps the most important service the Association
provides its members is a line o f communication to their
University. Through the elected board members and
delegates who represent them, alumni can let the University
know o f their concerns and aspirations for “their” school.
Kenney singles out one additional benefit, the opportunity
for service. In an interview just before her term as
president ended, Kenney said, “My whole family feels you
have to pay back. I don ’
t necessarily mean money. Time is
important too. We feel if you graduated from the
University and are able to make a living because o f that,
you have to pay back. A lot o f our board feels that way
too.”
Such motivation has always been typical o f UM alumni
leaders. Twenty years ago K enney’
s predecessor George
Sarsfield coined the phrase “in part payment” to express
similar sentiments, and he published a pamphlet for alumni
with that as its title.
And because o f actions the board took at their October
meeting, many more alumni will have an opportunity to
serve. The Board o f Directors and the Delegates adopted
new by-laws that will make the Association far more
representative o f all alumni.
Since the days o f Andy Cogswell, the Alumni
Association has operated under a two-tiered system with a
board o f fifteen elected directors and approximately thirty
delegates, two from each o f thirteen districts in Montana
and several from other states holding “at-large” seats.
Alumni Director Sheila Steams explains that under the old
by-laws, the Alumni Association Board o f Directors and
House o f Delegates met together three times a year. This
was cumbersome because for certain purposes, like the
administration o f scholarship funds, the board exercised a
legal responsibility that did not extend to the delegates.
Even among delegates and board members there was
considerable confusion about their respective roles.
Under the new system both bodies will be enlarged and
their roles more clearly defined. The House o f Delegates
will expand to between seventy-five and 100 members.
Half will com e from outside Montana. Initially the
delegates will represent cities like Portland, Denver, New
York and Spokane, where there are significant

concentrations o f UM alumni. Delegates will serve
staggered three-year terms and cannot succeed themselves,
ensuring that over time many alumni will have an
opportunity to serve.
Stearns describes the delegates as “our eyes and ears in
Ekalaka or Denver. ’
’Their jo b will be to speak for farflung alumni, help keep them informed about UM, and
provide support for alumni organizations, legislative
lobbying, fund-raising and student recruiting.
T o prepare them for these duties, delegates will com e to
campus once a year. Here they will meet with University
administrators and faculty and will spend at least part o f
their time learning about one or more aspects o f today’
s
University.
“We hope delegates will organize at least one UM
gathering a year in their home communities,” says Stearns.
“With this system we hope to get more people involved
with UM.” Stearns hopes that ultimately the broader
representation o f the House o f Delegates will result in a
network o f alumni chapters in major cities around the
country.
Kenney agrees the potential is there.
“I think there are a lot o f untapped people who would
support us if we can just find them,” she says.
Stearns and Kenney also agree that one o f the most
important functions o f the House o f Delegates will be to
uncover new alumni talent. That’
s important because the
Board o f Directors, expanded from twelve to eighteen
members and also serving staggered three-year terms, will
replenish itself from the ranks o f the delegates. The
restructured board will continue to meet at least twice a
year and will remain the legal governing body o f the UM
Alumni Association.
Stearns sees major challenges on the horizon for the
Alumni Association. Alumni will still be called on to
shoulder a greater part o f the financial needs o f the
University, to help identify and recruit outstanding students
from around the nation and the world, and to lobby the
Montana Legislature.
At the same time the Association faces new internal
challenges. One o f the largest is simply keeping track o f
the growing numbers'of alumni. A computerized alumni
records system has been installed and, after three years o f
growing pains, is operating well. But while alumni records
are probably in better shape than at any time since the days
when a complete list o f alumni and their occupations were
printed in each University catalog, keeping those records
up to date is a massive undertaking that depends heavily on
alumni telling the University about themselves—their
moves, career changes, marriages, and children—and their
classmates.
Another internal problem looms in the form o f the
growing numbers o f older students at the University.
Nearly 40 percent o f UM students are twenty-five or older.
Such students often have families and job s and are less
caught up in traditional campus life. Kenney says the
Alumni Association has a real interest in such nontraditional students, but she worries that they may not
develop the same attachment to the University as their
predecessors.
In 1986 the University is changing rapidly, but the
Alumni Association is running hard to keep pace, and
Stearns thinks it will succeed.
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Classnotes are com piled and edited by Vivian
Heltemes, assistant to the director o f alumni
relations. Write her d o Alumni Association,
University o f Montana, M issoula, M T 59812.

Editor's note: Extra class reunion photos
may be ordered from the Alumni Associa
tion for $5.

’
10s
Josephine Jones Frey ’
18 celebrated her
90th birthday last February. She lives in a com 
plex for senior citizens in Santa Clara, Calif.

’
20s
A. B. Guthrie Jr. ’
23 received an honorary
doctorate degree from the C ollege o f Idaho at
Caldwell last spring. He received an honorary
doctorate from UM in 1949. A. B. and his wife,
Carol, live near Choteau, Mont.
The Classes of 1927 and 1937 will have re
unions on campus Commencement Weekend,
June 12-14, 1987. Com e visit your alma mater
and see your classmates!

’
30s
Harvey Baty ’
31, o f Dixon, spent many years
working in Lebanon and M exico as a univer
sity administrator and head o f a project to train
graduate students planning to work in the
foreign service. He and his wife, Emma Lou
Neffner Baty ’
29, continue to spend six months
a year at an agricultural experiment station and
graduate training ground in Mexico, which they
helped to develop. The goal in creating this
training center was to acquaint Americans
wishing to serve abroad with a greater degree
o f “cultural empathy.’
’
Jose Simangan ’
32 recently sent a letter to
the Alumni Office requesting that “those who
still remember me to drop me a card this
Christmas season to refresh the memories o f
the past.” His address is: #4 Legaspi &
M agallanes S., Tuguegarao, Cagayan,
Philippines.

Patrick J. Gilfeather LL.B. ’
33, former
Montana legislator, attorney and member o f the
Public Service Commission, recently died in

Ernest Holmes ’
35 came all the way from Las
Croces, N.M., for Homecoming. At right is
Chalky Miller ’
39.
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Class o f 1940—First row: Jeanne Rnenanver Hamilton, Ethyl Powell Hanson, Esther Cnnniff
Wilson, Peggy Kemp Wagner, Betty Willcomb O’
Rear, Peggy Wilson Person, Dorothy Miller
Petersen. Second row: Harold Hanson, Bill Connor, Mel Morris, Meril Carter, Del Pile, Gene
Barrett.
Great Falls. He was the assistant attorney
general o f Montana for two years and was
elected to the 1959 and 1965 sessions o f the
Montana House o f Representatives. In 1966 and
1970, he was elected to terms in the Montana
Senate.
Dick Karnes should have graduated in ’
33
but didn’
t make it until 1963! He retired in 1976
from the Bureau o f Indian Affairs in Chicago
and now lives in Phoenix. He and his wife,
Dorothy, celebrated their 50th wedding an
niversary in December 1985.
Wayne Rasmussen ’
37 has retired as chief
historian o f the U.S. Departm ent o f
Agriculture. He is one o f the nation’
s foremost
agricultural historians and has provided counsel
to the administrations o f twelve secretaries o f
agriculture. Wayne lives in Annandale, Va.

Class o f 1941—Paul O’
Hare, Kenneth Bangs,
Charles Gillogly, Bill Horning.
hospital ship, Hope, in Ceylon. Future plans
include more medical missions and pursuing
favorite pastimes such as flying (both are li
censed pilots), hiking, river rafting and tennis.

’
40s
Ken Kizer ’
41 has retired as senior editor for
the news service at Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Ind. In recognition o f his many years
o f service at Purdue, the Kenneth B. Kizer
Award in Scientific and Technical Writing has
been established and will be presented to an
outstanding student in the Department o f Com 
munication.
The lost have been found! Katherine Sire
Bentley ’
42 visited campus during Homecom
ing and informed us that she is now media coor
dinator for special events at the University «f

Helping their sorority. Delta Gamma, celebrate
its 75th year on campus were alumnae from the
classes o f the 1920s and 1930s: Irma Stark
Canlldns ’
23, Missoula; Hildegarde Weisberg
Turner ’
27, Sequim, Wash.; Fay McCollum
Newell ’
31, Lewistown, Idaho; and from
Missoula, Margaret Maddock Anderson ’
27,
Wynema Wool vert on Porter ’
23, Nettie Porter
Reynolds ’
27 and Nelle Porter Grissis ’
35.

Tom Hazelrigg ’
39 o f Olympia, Wash., has
retired after forty-three years o f practicing
medicine. His immediate plans call for a twomonth stay in Barbuda, a Caribbean island,
where he will provide medical care and his
wife, CiCi, will teach English. Eight years ago,
the Hazelriggs went on a medical mission to
Honduras, and in 1968 they worked aboard the

Barbara Bush, left, wife o f Vice President
George Bush, visits with Katherine Sire Bentley
’
42 at USC’
s Women’
s Day.
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Southern California.
Wayne Petersen ’
42 and his wife, Marcia,
have retired in Whitefish, Mont. H e has been
gathering historical memorabilia and recording
an historical account o f the early pioneers o f

the Hell Roaring Ski Group and Big Mountain
for the Stumptown Historical Society.
Merle Rognrud ’
42 is retired from the Mon
tana Department o f Fish, W ildlife and. Parks.
A big game biologist and regional wildlife

manager in western Montana, he worked
statewide for the department until 1979. He
lives in Helena.
Former University o f Montana football
coach Jack Swarthout ’
42 has been inducted

Cheering on the Grizzlies are Keith Wright of
Missoula and Jack '42 and Mary Swarthout o f
Olympia, Wash.

Class o f 1942—First row: Mary Sara Hoskins Chappie, Vem iece Fifield Dailey, Katherine Sire
Bentley, Sally Fellows Kassner, Maxine Dnnckel McCnlley, Annetta Grunert Gillespie, Betty Alff
Ellen, Rnth James Tomlinson, Shirleyann Kincaid Horning. Second row: C.W. Jones, Sue Plgot
McCormick, Roy Strom, John McCnlley, Elmer R. Umland, J. Roy Elms, Don Tomlinson. Top row:
Jack Hollowell, George Ericksen, Dan Dykstra, R oss Edwards, Dave Chappie, Dean Vinal, Sam
Parsons, Larry Eichorn.

Class o f 1943—First row: Mary Marshall, R oss Edwards, Christine Warren Hoppe, Bill Beaman,
Ruby Plummer Wood, Helen Tucker Rigg. Second Row: Vince Wilson, Ray Gajan, Allen McKenzie,
Roy Strom, Herb Pfyan, Chock Rigg.

Class o f 1944—First row: Lillian Neville Dykstra, Robbie Myrick Smith, Marjorie Harrison
McElwain, Barbara Warden McKenzie, Ben Tyvand. Second row: Jack Burgess, Mark Jakobson,
Mack Hughes, Herb Pijan, Bill Weed.

into the Washington Football Coaches Hall o f
Fame. He coaches at Olympia’
s Capital High.
A musician by training, Brinton Jackson
’
43 has spent the last twenty years at the Julliard
School o f Music in New York City. He retired
this year as the school’
s librarian. His life-long
hobby o f growing day lilies has turned into a
retirement business in Kalispell. His efforts are
directed toward a search for new varieties that
will grow well in northern areas where nights
are cool and growing seasons short./
Ted Jam es LL.B. ’
43, a lawyer in Great
Falls, has received the Blue and G old Award
from Montana State University. This award is
the highest honor given by MSU for service to
the university and the state. He received the
Distinguished Alumnus Award from UM in
1984.
Martin Aahl M.Ed. ’
48 was a teacher and
education administrator from 1924 through
1971. He lives in Stockton, Calif.
Lois Ibsen al-Faruqi ’
48 and her husband,
Isma’
il Raji al-Faruqi died May 27 in Wyncote,
Penn. They were considered two o f America’
s
most influential Muslim scholars. Lois combin
ed a life-long interest in music with an intense
study o f Islamic civilization. She traveled and
lectured extensively, and her publications in
clude more than fifty major articles.
Toni Fraser Rosell ’
48, a guidance counselor
at Will James Junior High Sch ool in
Billings, has received
the 1985 Distinguished
Service Award from the
Montana Association
for C ou n selin g and
D ev elopm en t.
She
serves as vice-chair for
the G overn or’
s A d
v isory C o u n cil on
Women in Employment
and Services and has recently been appointed
to the Sex Equality Advisory Council.
W arren A m ole ’
49 o f Great Falls has been
named pharmacist o f the year by the Montana
State Pharmaceutical Association. He is chief
executive administrator and inspector for the
Montana Board o f Pharmacy.
Phillip “Dinny”Galusha M.Ed. ’
49 died Ju
ly 29 in Denver, Colo. He sang opera and
hosted his own radio variety show in Helena
before moving to Denver. Dinny was a creative
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and dedicated teacher who used music, drama
and art to reach troubled and delinquent youth
in a special program he developed for innercity schools.

’
50s
“The Decade o f the Fifties”reunion will
be held during Homecoming, October 23-24,
1987. The theme will be “Moments to
Remember” and your memories count!
George Gray ’
50 retired in March after
thirty-three years o f government service,
twenty-eight o f which were with the Bureau o f
Land Management. He lives in Miles City.
Doel Negron ’
50, M.Ed. ’
62 has “retired
from teaching after thirty-four years o f service
to the children o f Montana, Washington and
Oregon. Enjoying retirement and plan to con
tinue living in Prineville, Ore.”
Alan Sexton ’
50, Daniel Poole ’
50, M.S.
’
52 and their wives cruised Chesapeake Bay last
September in the Poole’
s sailboat. Alan retired
in 1985 as an associate professor in the Depart
ment o f Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
at the University o f Colorado Medical School.
He lives in Evergreen, Colo. Daniel is presi
dent o f the Wildlife Management Institute, a na
tional conservation organization headquartered
in Washington, D.C., and lives in Rockville,
Md.
Jo Carson Shipman ’
50 is the central region
co-ordinator for Project Fresh Start, a federal
ly funded program for helping dislocated
farmers who have had to leave their land
because o f economic hardship. She and her hus
band, David, ranch north o f Lewistown, Mont.
“Our company, McArthur & Associates,
has moved into new offices in Palo Alto, Calif.
W e’
re a 16-year-old advertising agency
specializing in high tech and medical accounts.
My wife, Delores Saar McArthur ’
53, is our
accountant,” reports Marvin McArthur ’
51.
John Pine ’
52 is a retired librarian living in
El Dorado Hills, Calif. He has recently writ
ten a book o f poetry titled Chinese Camp and
other California Poems.
Richard McMullin ’
53 has retired from the
science faculty at Dawson Community College
in Glendive.
Merlin Leat '55 died June 18 in Clarkston,
Wash. He served during WW II and was the
first person to receive the radio surrender

Sheila MacDonald Stearns ’
68 basks in the glow
of compliments from Dick Riddle ’
58, o f New
York City, for carrying oat a successful
Homecoming.
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message from the Japanese commander ending
the war. Over the years, Merlin worked for the
Forest Service, the Bureau o f Land Manage
ment and as a car sales manager. He was known
as an expert trapshooter and enjoyed outdoor
sports.
Lee Bofto ’
56, football coach at Wenatchee,
Wash., has been inducted into the Washington
Football Coaches Hall o f Fame.
Theron DeJarnett ’
56 has won Sigma Chi
International Fraternity’
s annual Best Alumni

Chapter Officer Award for his service to the
Sacramento Alumni Chapter o f Sigma Chi. He
lives in Fair Oaks, Calif.
Walter J. Lonner ’
56, M.Ed. ’
61 was named
president o f the International Association for
Cross-Cultural Psychology during the Associa
tion’
s biennial meeting in Istanbul, Turkey. He
and his family have completed a sabbatical year
in West Germany with support from both a
Fulbright award and a grant from the German
Research Society. Walter is with the Depart-

Classes o f 1945 and 1946—First row: Jerry Lester, Morrie Volkman. D.A. Gosman Andersen,
class o f *45; Paul O'Hare, Jay Ottman, Lois Ashton Hughes, Verna Brackman Kroat, Nary Brome
Bielenberg, class o f '46.

Class o f 1947—First row: Helen Daigle Samsel, George Savage, Peggy Newman Goddard, Nary
Lon Ross Countryman. Second row: Shag Niller, Nack Hughes, Bobby Van Horn Leinart, Kathryn
Spacht Throssell, Alan Fryberger.

Class o f 1948—First row: Ruth Nye Stephens, Narion Fisher Volkman, N J . Maclay Delaney,
Carolyn Kirkwood Nerheim, Virginia Young Vlnal. Second row: Gene Bottomly, Frank NcElwaln,
Kay Korn Waltersldrchen. Peg Ottman, Helen Gillespie Doty. Top row: Ben Tyvand, Dave Chappie,
Donna Kelly Burgess, D.C. Warren.
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ment o f Psychology at Western Washington
University in Bellingham, Wash.
Carol Peterson Leslie ’
57 has taught school
in Houston and in Japan. Having directed
church choirs for twenty-two years, she now
teaches music classes at Yellowstone Baptist

C ollege in Billings, while pursuing a degree in
Christian psychology.
Joseph Kelly ’
59 is the provost at Webster
University in St. Louis, Mo. He has been vice
president o f the university since 1965.
Ke Chung Kim M.A. ’
59 is a professor and

curator at the Frost Entomological Museum at
Pennsylvania State University in University
Park.
Ed Lord ’
59 o f Philipsburg has been elected
to the executive committee o f the National Cat
tlemen’
s B eef Promotion and Research Board.
He has been a rancher since 1960 and involved
in the cattle business for forty years.
Dean Naylor ’
59, M.Ed. ’
72 conducts the
Anaconda Chorale and has directed six musicals
in the Anaconda Community Theater. He
founded the Treasure State B oys’Choir in
1966.

’
60s

Class o f 1949—First row: Katy Shallenberger Delano, Sandy Sterling Boyle, Pat Miller Jewell,
Myrtle Janies Buis, Mary Eleanor Redpath Callan, Harriet Haines Becker, Betty Jo Trerise Watkins.
Second row: Bob Leinart, Rowland Throssell, Ralph Rees, Frank Kline. Top row: Don Gray, Frank
Pettinato, Howie Hunter, Ted Barton.

Class o f 1950—First row: Helen Johnson McClellan, Lex Mudd McCullough, Margery Hunter Brown,
Doris Lund Freeman. Second row: Zane Murfitt, Dan Marinkovich, Glenn Wallace, Chris Kafentzis,
Sterling E. Sonderlind.

Class of 1961—First row: Barbara Lee Pollem, Carol Anthony Seim, Karen Ferkin Sherve, Jane
Hughes Chaney, John Honey, Chet Jolly, Karen Von Segen Scullen, Sharon Sayre Weldon, Art
Hanson. Second row: Mary Steadman Kmoch, Shirley Warehime, Noreen Kiley Griffee, Trudy Hertel
Johnson, Nancy Nelson Coffee, John Coffee. Third row: Darilyn Burns Platt, Cam McCallum, Deanna
Guy Melnychuk, Tom Peterson, Paul Ulrich, Ed Miller, Annie Elllnghouse Zurmuehlen, Duane
A. Olson. Top row: Dick Chaney, Vern Nelson, A1 Craig, Ed Melnychuk, Connie Corette Kenney,
Lee Arnold, Bob. W. Cook.

Maurice Hornocker ’
60, M.S. ’
62 has
earned the Meritorious Service Award o f the
U.S. Department o f the Interior. He is a
University o f Idaho scientist with an interna
tional reputation for his wildlife research.
Mae Carlson Mulkey ’
60 o f Salmon, Idaho,
retired five years ago after teaching for thirtyfour years. She now donates time to civic and
fraternal organizations and enjoys fishing,
gardening, knitting and reading.
Jim West ’
60 teaches at Trinity Baptist C o l
lege and is the pastor o f Trinity Baptist Church
in Billings.
Jane Hughes Chaney '61 has taught elemen
tary school in Livingston for the past ten years.
Her husband, Dick '61, served with the U.S.
Marine Corps from 1961 to 1965 and par
ticipated in the Cuban Missile Crisis Blockade.
He is now a real estate broker. They have three
daughters.
Charlie Fudge '61 has been appointed direc
tor o f timber, forest pest and cooperative
forestry management for the Rocky Mountain
Region o f the USDA Forest Service. This
assignment takes him to Lakewood, Colo.
Bob Johnson ’
61 is the coordinator o f pro
fessional development in the Industry and
Business Training Division at Spartanburg
Technical C ollege in Spartanburg, S.C.
Zena Beth McGlashan '61 is an associate
professor o f communication at the University
o f North Dakota at Grand Forks. She and her
husband, Harley Straus, have two children.
Barbara Lee Pollem ’
61 lives in El Cajon,
Calif. From 1963 to 1969 she was a domestic
flight attendant for TWA and taught in the
Flight Attendant Academy. “Fired” because
o f pregnancy, she did volunteer work until
1983, when the Supreme Court ruled she could
return to TWA. Until the flight attendants’
strike in March 1986, Barbara flew both
domestic and international routes with TWA.
John Barber ’
62 is in charge o f Montana
Senator John Melcher’
s field office in Missoula.
Mary Clearman Blew ’
62, M.A. '63 has
received the 1986 Humanist Scholarship Award
from the Montana Com m ittee for the
Humanities. This award recognizes outstanding
scholarship in humanities subjects, as well as
a personal commitment to sharing such scholar
ship through public involvement. Mary also
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received the H.G. Merriam Award for literature
at the Friends o f the University o f Montana
Mansfield Library’
s spring banquet. She is dean
o f arts and sciences at Northern Montana C ol
lege in Havre.
Robert B ragg ’
62 is president o f Trust Cor
poration o f Montana in Great Falls. Trust Corp.
is controlled by DADCO, whose other holdings
include D.A. Davidson & Co.
R. David W illiams ’
62 is a registered
representative with Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood
Inc. in Great Falls.
R oger Letson ’
63, M.M. ’
66 is the director
o f vocal activities at DeAnza College in Cuper
tino, Calif. He lives in San Jose.
A1 Arensmeyer ’
64 M.Ed. ’
70 has been
awarded an associate o f science degree in plant
technology from Miles City Community C ol
lege. He will continue working as a journeyman
steam plant operator in Colstrip, Mont.
Albert Finley M.Ed. ’
64 has retired after
thirty-eight years as a science teacher. He has
taught in Choteau, Mont., and most recently,
in Spokane, Wash. “I will travel, hike, camp,
visit our children and work on my stamp co l
lection.”
Bari Lynn Bertelson Gilliard ’
64, M.A. ’
73
has been appointed assistant professor o f
English at Lake Superior State College in Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich. She has worked as a grants
consultant for numerous colleges and organiza
tions, including the Montana Civic Symphony
Association and the Idaho State Department o f

Education.
Frank Shaw Jr. ’
64
has been named presi
dent o f Norwest Bank
in Great Falls. He is
also a member o f the
U M A lum ni A s s o 
ciation
H ou se
of
Delegates.
Philip Favero ’
65, M.A. ’
70 is an assistant
professor and extension economist at the
University o f Maryland.
Jack Holstrom ’
65, J.D. ’
68 married Joyce
Rigg in Helena on July 17.
Dale McAtee ’
65 and his wife, Kay, own and
operate Salmon Rexall Drug and Hallmark
Shop in Salmon, Idaho. They have two
children.
Don Price ’
65 is a speech therapist at Park
High School in Livingston and assists students
who have hearing, language or speech han
dicaps.
Barry Hjort ’
66, J.D. ’
73 is a member o f the
Montana Mountain Bell legal department in
Helena.
Cheryl Hutchinson ’
66 has been named
centennial coordinator for the state o f Montana.
She is also the administrative assistant to Lt.
Gov. George Turman. Montana will be
celebrating its centennial in 1989.
Donald Loranger Jr. ’
66 is one o f two senior
military fellows on the Council on Foreign
Relations, a secretary o f defense-sponsored

Norma Sandberg Nason '66 and her husband,
Bill, o f F loren ce, en joy yet another
Homecoming event. Norma was “chief pash" of
Delta Gamma’
s 75th reunion.

position in a private research institution.
Robert McConnell ’
66, M.A. ’
73 is a writer,
television producer and professor o f telecom
munication at Ball State University in Muncie,
Ind. His wife, the former Jan Stacey ’
71, is
a Christian Science practitioner. They have one
daughter.
Jesse O ’
H ara ’
66 is a guidance counselor at
C.M. Russell High School in Great Falls.
B ob Haburchak ’
67 is the assistant district
manager o f lands and renewable resources with
the Bureau o f Land Management’
s Lewistown
District. He and his wife, Jane Nelson Habur
chak ’
67, live in Lewistown, Mont.
B ruce Quande ’
67, M.B.A. ’
71 has record
ed a country western blue grass album titled OV
Montana Boy. All the songs and music were
written by Bruce and are reflections o f Mon
tana. He and his brother, Peter ’
75, own The
Windshield D octor in Missoula. Bruce’
s wife,
Susan Holstrom Quande ’
68, has opened Art
Works for Kids, an art school for children.
Edward Veazey ’
67 is the vice president o f
the Metropolitan Property and Liability In
surance Co. headquartered in Warwick, R.I.
In this position he directs strategic planning and
market development.
Joe Barnard ’
68 is a vice president in Bank
ary and John Corette of Butte probably didn’t know they’d started a University of
o f America’
s Global Retail Markets Financial
Montana dynasty four generations ago, but today nine of their great-grandchildren
Planning and Strategy unit. Not only does he
are UM students. Pictured at a family reunion before the Grizzlydevelop major business reviews for new pro
Bobcat game are, from left, Bob Hauck, a senior in business education; John Hauck, a senior
duct proposals, but he serves as the secretary
in business administration; Tim Hauck, a sophomore in education; Pat Kenney, a junior in
o f Bank o f America’
s pricing committee.
accounting; Jim Hauck, a sophomore in general studies; Tom Kenney, a freshman in pre
computer science, and Sean Monahan of Butte, a freshman in pre-computer science. Not
W illiam Cross M.S.
pictured are Joe Monahan of Butte, a sophomore in business administration, and Kim Cor
’
68, Ph.D. ’
70 is vice
ette of Chevy Chase, Md., a freshman in pre-nursing and the daughter of Shaun Corette
president o f quality
58. The Haucks are the sons of Bob Hauck ’65 of Big Timber; the Kenneys are sons of
assurance for BristolConnie Corette Kenney '61, outgoing Alumni Association president, of Butte; and the
M y ers’ U.S. Phar
Monahans are the sons of R. D. Corette Jr. ’63, J.D. ’66 of Butte.
maceutical and Nu
tritional G rou p in
Evansville, Ind.
Rick Foote ’
68 has been named editor o f The
Do you know so m e o n e —a son, daughter, n eigh b or o r friend—w ho n e e d s infor
Montana Standard in Butte. He joined The Stan
m ation on the University o f M ontana? If you are p ro u d o f b ein g a UM graduate, help
d ard ’
s staff in 1970. Since then, he and The
carry on the tradition. S en d us the stu den t’
s nam e an d address, a lon g with your own,
Standard have been cited four times by the
a n d w e will m ake su re that student h ears ab ou t UM. Call the A dm ission s O ffice at
Associated Press managing editors’organiza
(406) 243-5992 o r write the A dm ission s Office, Drawer R, University o f Montana,
tion for reporting excellence.
M issoula, 59812.
Dennis Fry ’
68 is the superintendent o f
schools in Rosebud, Mont.

M

You Don’
t Have to Have Nine Great Grandchildren To
Send Good Students To the University of Montana!
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Cliff ’
68 and Elizabeth Kunnary are manag
ing a Baskin-Robbins franchise shop in
Kalispell.
Susan Williams Lubbers *68 has been named
the marketing manager o f Hennepin Faculty
Associates in Minneapolis. Hennepin Faculty
Associates provides patient care and conducts
medical research and education at Hennepin
County Medical Center. Susan is also a member
o f the board o f directors for the Minnesota
Society for the Prevention o f Blindness and
Preservation o f Hearing.
M. Paul Mehta M.Ed ’
68, Ed.D. ’
70 is the
dean o f the College o f Education at Prairie View
A&M University in Texas. Prairie View A&M,
about thirty miles from Houston, is part o f the
Texas A&M University System. He and his
wife, Sudesh ’
69, and their family live in
Houston.
Jim Redmond ’
68 was chosen as one o f an
eight-member committee to select the southcentral region nominees
fo r
the
National
Aeronautics and Space
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ’s
Joumalist-In-Space pro
ject. The committee
determined that they
wanted to pick the
journalist best capable o f telling what it was like
to ride on a rocket to the average person on the
street. Jim is the anchor for KMGH 7 News
in Denver, a captain in the U.S. Air Force
Reserve, a licensed private pilot and a profes
sional ski instructor.
Douglas Erny ’
69 lives in Cerritos, Calif.,
and is a sales engineer for the John Fluke Com 
pany. He previously was with the Hughes Air
craft Company as a design engineer.
Pearl Yeadon McGinnis Erny ’
69, M.M.
’
70 returns to Germany after a six-week sum
mer opera concert tour o f Italy and further
coaching in opera with Rena del Monaco.
Following an initial three years at the state
theater in Kassel, Germany, she begins her third
year as a guest dramatic soprano for various
theaters in Germany and Austria. She lives in
Munich.
Marion Evenson ’
69 is the principal at Cen
tral School in Helena.
Don Giacomino ’
69, M.B.A. ’
71 is chair
man o f the accounting department at the C ol
lege o f Business Administration at Marquette

Seen in the stands at Homecoming were Bob
Hoene ’
70, of Clancy, Mont.; Bill ’
71 and Jenny
Taber, o f Clinton; and Bill Ellison ’
66 o f Santa
Monica, Calif.

~ ______ T H E ______ ___

S e n tin e l
Bob Sheridan ’
67, Jack Thompson ’
69 and
Dave Mainwaring, all o f Missoula, watch the
Homecoming action from their usual vantage
point.

Makes a great
graduation gift.
Last chance
to order!

University in Milwaukie, Wis.
Marko Hanson ’
69 has received the 1986
Wisconsin Forester o f the Year Award. He is
with the Department o f Natural Resources in
Mercer, Wis., and was cited for outstanding
forest management work on public lands.
Samara Gilroy Hicks ’
69 is the associate
principal o f Wyeast Junior High School in Van
couver, Wash.
Glenn Klofstad ’
69 is a regional sales direc
tor for Blue Cross and Blue Shield o f Montana.
He lives in Missoula.
Terry Loveland ’
69 is the elementary school
principal in Roundup, Mont.

’
70s
Walter Piipo ’
70, M.Ed.
’
80 is the
superintendent o f Drummond Public Schools.
Gardy

Van Soest

M.Ed. ’
70 has been
named the director o f
Indiana State Universi
ty’
s Career Center in
Terre Haute.

Ron

Loge

’
71,

M.S. ’
72, a physician in Dillon, has participated
in one part o f an educational film series pro
duced by the American C ollege o f Physicians
promoting self help in disease prevention. The
idea o f the film fits with Ron’
s “be well”
philosophy o f preventing sickness by examin
ing a patient’
s lifestyle. The series, titled
“Healthscope,”will be shown on the nation’
s
public TV stations.
Phil Riley M.Ed. ’
71 has completed his
Ed.D. at UM. He and his wife, Pat Blumhardt
Riley ’
74, and their three children live in
Madras, Ore., where he is the assistant
superintendent o f schools.
Mike Lyngstad ’
72, M.Ed. ’
75 is the prin
cipal at Forsyth High School in Forsyth, Mont.
Mary Sheehy Moe ’
72, an English teacher
at Columbia Falls, has been named the 1986
Montana Teacher o f the Year.
Paul Trentzsch ’
72 is the multi-resource staff
supervisor with the Bureau o f Land Manage
ment in Canon City, Colo. He and his wife,
Karen, have two sons and one daughter.
Don Wetzel ’
72, M.Ed. ’
81 is the superinten
dent o f Corvallis schools in Corvallis, Mont.

T he last issue o f the
U niversity o f M ontana
Sentinel was published
15 years ago.

It’
s back .. .
O rders are bein g taken for
the 1987 Sentinel.
To get a copy fo r a favorite
student o r alum, send a
check fo r $22 plus $3
postage to:
UM Yearbook Com m ittee
006 Main Hall
University of Montana
Missoula, M T 59812
E xpected delivery
Septem ber 1987.
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C lassn otes
Michael Button '73, M.Ed. '79 is the
superintendent o f Vaughn Schools in Vaughn,
Mont. He and his wife, Terrie '73, have two
children.
“I spent four good years playing in the
Missoula Civic Symphony under Eugene Andrie and remember many pleasant hours o f
study and performance under him. I also recall
former Academic Vice President Richard Lan
dings hard work in behalf o f arts and music
when he was there," reports Richard Cohen
'73. He is now a member o f the double-bass
section o f the Boise Philharmonic Orchestra.
Representing the American Bar Association,
Thomas Fitzpatrick ’
73 has been reap
pointed co-chairman o f the National Conference
o f Lawyers and Representatives o f the Media.
Tom is a partner in the Seattle law firm o f Karr,
Tuttle, Koch, Campbell, Mawer, Morrow and
Sax.
Mark Ward '73 has opened a medical prac
tice in Havre, Mont. He is a specialist in inter
nal medicine. Mark and his wife, Lynn, have
three children.
W es Hulla ’
74 manages Ptarmigan Village
and is a member o f the board o f directors o f
Winter Sports Inc., which operates the Big
Mountain Ski Resort in Whitefish.
Jim Kaze J.D. '74 has been named to the
Montana State Board o f Regents by Governor
Ted Schwinden '49. The regents oversee the
six-unit University System in the state. Jim is
a lawyer in Havre, Mont.

Craig Kuchel '74, M.S. ' l l has received the
Presidential Award for Excellence in Science
and Mathematics Teaching. The award is ad
ministered by the National Science Foundation
and given to one teacher from each state. Craig
teaches biology at Florence Carlton School in
Florence, Mont.
Martha Spohn Morrical ’
74 has enrolled in
an M.A., A.D.A.M. program at the Methodist
Theological School in Ohio. The two-year
master’
s program in alcohol and drug abuse
ministries will prepare her for counseling and
a return to public service. She and her husband.
Rich, and their two daughters live in Powell,
Ohio.
Diane Sands '74 has received the 1986
Humanist Service Award from the Montana
Committee for the Humanities. This award
recognizes outstanding contributions to public
humanities programming and a sincere commit
ment to enriching the cultural life o f Montana
through the humanities. Diane is an indepen
dent researcher in women’
s studies.
Clinton Gardner ’
75 is the director o f claims
training and education for the Farmers In
surance Group in Los Angeles. He and his wife,
Ree, have four children.
Randy Harrison '15, J.D. ’
83 and Don
Torgenrud J.D. ’
84 have formed the law firm
o f Harrison and Torgenrud in Missoula.
Brian Lilletvedt ’
75, J.D. ’
78 has become
a partner in the law firm o f Bosch, Kuhr,
Dugdale, Warner, Martin and Kaze. He is a

member o f the UM Alumni Association House
o f Delegates. Brian and his wife, Terry, live
in Havre.
Kevin McGovern ’
75 is a meat cutter at
Reynolds W arehouse Grocery, a family
business started by his grandfather in 1925. He
and his wife, Sandi, and their daughter live in
Glendive.
Scott Milner ’
75 is a graduate student in
music at Brandeis University in Waltham,
Mass. He lives in Allston, Mass.
Dorothy Brown '76 received a master’
s
degree in occupational therapy at the Univer
sity o f Puget Sound in Tacoma, Wash.
D oug Fry ’
76, M.A. ’
80 is the school
psychologist at Park High in Livingston. He
was formerly a school psychologist in the Bitteroot Valley. Doug and his wife have one child
and live in Clyde Park.
Susan Giannettino ’
76 has been named
Ninemile District Ranger on the Lolo'National
Forest. She is one o f two female district rangers
working in the U.S. Forest Service Northern
Region.
Mary Hansen ’
76 has been elected president
o f the Montana State Pharmaceutical Associa
tion. She is a pharmaceutical sales represen
tative for Eli Lilly & Co. in eastern Montana
and northern W yoming and lives in Billings.
Richard Hoiland '76 and his wife, Padeen
Quinn Hoiland ’
79, live in Casper, Wyo.,
where he is a petroleum engineer for C onoco
Inc.

The University of Montana
and
D.A. Davidson & Co.
A tradition of excellence between a great university
and the Pacific Northwest’
s premier investment firm.

These 38 DAD people share that tradition between their university and their company.
Ian Davidson
Jerry Tucker
Tom Campbell
Johan Miller
Delores Goetz
Landsverk
Stu Nicholson
Fred Donich
John Mieyr
DickRognas
Bob Braig
Bruce Madsen
Pat Connors

’
53

53
55
56

Great Falls
Kalispell
Helena
Great Falls

56
59
’
62
ex ’
63
’
63
’
64
’
64
'65

Great Falls
Great Falls
Butte
Great Falls
Lewiston
KalispeU
Great Falls
Butte

Bill Beaman
Bob Lehrkind
Jim Searles
Greg Barkus
PaulEichwald
ArtTadej
Scott Wink
KenYachechak
Kristy Durham
Dick Hughes
Mark Brown
MikeHoutonen
Steve Turkiewicz

’
67 72*
ex '68**
’
68
’
69
’
69
’
70
’
70
’
70,74*
ex 71
72,73*
72
72
73

Helena
Bozeman
Missoula
KalispeU
Missoula
Great Falls
Hayre
KalispeU
Great Falls
Missoula
Butte
KalispeU
Helena

Dale Woolhiser
Lora McWilliams
Bruce MacKenzie
Bill Newman
PhilPerazyk
Bob Simonson
Susan Ross
BradDugdale
Mary Brennan
Kreg Jones
JohnDayries
Sydney Davidson
Doug Nicholson

’
73
ex '74
’
75**
’
76
’
76
'77
'79
’
80
’
80
’
81
faculty
'87
'89

Moscow
Great Falls
Great Falls
Butte
Missoula
Great Falls
Missoula
Butte
Great Falls
Great Falls
Missoula
Great Falls
Great Falls

•Graduate School **Law School
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Classnotes
Gregory Loushin ’
76
o f Butte was awarded
Syntex “Preceptor o f
the Year”by UM phar
m acy
students in
recognition o f his con
tribution to the educa
tional experience o f
future pharmacists. Syntex develops and
markets prescription pharmaceuticals.
Bruce Stetler ’
76 teaches high school special
education and coaches football and volleyball
in Victor, Mont.
The Montana Association o f Language
Teachers has honored Paul Crowley ’
77 as the
state’
s outstanding foreign language teacher.
Paul teaches French at Bozeman Senior High.
“My new jo b is responsibility for Bank o f
America’
s VERSATELLER AIM network.
This includes all operational aspects o f the ser
vice, which includes nearly 1,400 machines
serving four million cardholders in California
and any Montanans using their card in the
PLUS system,” reports Deborah Doyle
McWhinney ’
77. In addition to this huge task,
Deborah is an out-of-state representative to the
UM Alumni Association House o f Delegates.
David Rockwell ’
77 has helped to develop
a boundary proposal and wilderness manage
ment plan for the Mission Mountains through
the UM Wilderness Institute and was the first
director o f the Tribal Wildlands Recreation
Department. David lives in Dixon.
Carl Rostad ’
77 o f Great Falls is one o f
twenty-six attorneys from throughout the United
States selected to receive the U.S. Attorney
Director’
s Award for superior performance in

Daniel Sullivan ’
77
is the manager o f the
utility division com 
puter and information
system s for Entech
Inc., a Montana Power
Co. subsidiary under
which all non-utility
companies are organized. This past year, Dan
was chairman o f the lettermen campaign in
Butte, which was a part o f the effort to raise
funds for the UM Campaign. He and his wife,
Lauri, and their two daughters live in Butte.
Bill Sybrant ’
77 and Jim Nelson ’
75 are
pharmacists at the Pay ’
n Save store in Great
Falls.
Pamela Steffan Trafford ’
77, M.B.A. ’
82
is in the tax department o f the Billings office
o f Peat Marwick, the international public ac
counting firm.
Randy Travis ’
77 is a partner with an
engineering company that develops specialty
vehicle applications and tooling. He and his
wife, Mary, and their son, Charles, live in Hun
tington Woods, Mich.
Joel Voytoski ’
77, M.Ed. ’
83 is the high
school principal in Culbertson, Mont., where
he also teaches social studies.
Ronald Baird '78 is the vice president o f the
Jim Halsey Company, the world’
s largest coun
try music booking agency. He is responsible for

booking The Oak Ridge Boys, Roy Clark,
Merle Haggard, Mel Tillis, and several other
major country stars for the mid-western states,
including Montana. Ronald and his wife,
Cheryl, have two sons and live in Tulsa, Okla.
Amy Althen Barrett ’
78 is “busy raising my
four-year-old son, Sean, and one-year-old
daughter, Molly, in addition to substitute
teaching. I’
m thinking o f returning to full-time
teaching next year. ”Amy lives in Mars, Penn.
Lane Bennett ’
78, J.D. ’
81 has opened a
general law practice in Kalispell. He had been
Flathead County attorney since 1981.
Jonathan Eastman M.F.A. ’
78 is an instruc
tor o f English and literature at the Missouri
Military Academy Junior School. Previously,
he taught English grammar, writing and
literature at the University o f Maryland’
s Euro
pean division in Vicenza, Italy. In 1985-86 the
U.S. Army ranked the academy as the number
one military institute in the midwestem ROTC
region.
James Horn ’
78 teaches physics at Havre
High School.
Jim Kracher ’
78, is a physical therapist with
Rehab Therapy Inc. in Denver. His wife, Karen
Johnson Kracher ’
78, is vice president o f the
Deluxe Check Printers subsidiary in Denver.
They live in Littleton.
Craig Reese ’
78 is news editor o f the Liv
ingston Enterprise.
Josh Robinson ’
78, M.Ed. ’
82 is the regional
consultant for programs serving students with

emotional and behavioral disorders in north
eastern Minnesota. His wife, Shelley Morton
’
82, also works as an emotional and behavioral
consultant in three school districts. Together,
they have created a program called Positive
Parenting, which teaches parents and those who
work with children how to encourage ap
propriate behavior in their children. They have
one daughter and live in Britt, Minn.
Daniel Short ’
78 is setting up an office
representing the Edward D. Jones & Co. stock
brokerage firm in Cut Bank. He and his wife,
the former Beth Frisbee ’
73, ’
75, have two
children.
Kevin Smith ’
78 visited the Alumni Office
in August. He sells disability insurance for the
Paul Revere Company in the Atlanta area. He
married Linda Pattillo in September 1984, and
they live in Norcross.
Tom Valach ’
78 is a free-lance theater
designer in Minneapolis.
John Williams ’
78 has been promoted to
senior manager in the audit department o f the
Boston office o f Peat Marwick, the international
accounting firm. H e specializes in providing
services to financial institutions and the com 
mercial manufacturing industry and is a com 
puter audit specialist.
Robin Bulman ’
79 has received the first
fellowship offered by the Mansfield Center for
Pacific Affairs. The year-long fellowship will
allow her to work in Seoul, Korea, for Korea
Business World, a monthly economic journal.

Nominate Someone Great!
Each year the University of Montana Alumni Association honors
outstanding alumni. Nominations for awards are currently being sought
from alumni and friends of the University who wish to submit names of
outstanding former students or graduates. Nomination forms are available
from the UM Alumni Office, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.
Nominations must be submitted by Feb. 16.

Award Categories
Distinguished Alumnus Award: Recipients of this award have
distinguished themselves in a particular field and have brought honor
to the University, the state or nation. The focus of this award is career
achievement. Up to four awards are given.

Young Alumnus Award: Recipients of this award are graduates
or former students, 35 years of age or younger, who have either
distinguished themselves in a particular field or who have given
unselfishly many hours to the University. Up to two awards are given.
Montana Award: The focus of this award is service to the state,
community, University or Alumni Association. Up to two awards are
granted annually.
Final selection of award recipients will be made by a committee of
the UM Alumni Association. The Montana Award will be presented
during Commencement weekend; the DAA and YAA awards will be
presented during Homecoming.
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C lassnotes
Robin has been the county government reporter
for the Billings Gazette for more than two years.
Joseph Callahan Ed.D. ’
79 has been named
dean o f the School o f Education at Dickinson
State College in Dickinson, N.D. He was
formerly dean o f continuing education and
associate vice president for academic affairs and
summer session at Northern Montana College.
Mary Anne Donovan M.F.A. ’
79 is an ad
missions representative at the Arts Academy o f
Cincinnati. H er exhibit o f paintings,
“Scarecrows,”is now showing extensively in
the Midwest.
Terry Hamilton ’
79 and his wife, Marsha,
own Bitterroot Gymnastics in Missoula.
Victor Miller ’
79 teaches business and
economics at Fort Belknap C ollege in Harlem,
Mont.
Susan Ross ’
79 has passed the Securities In
dustry Series 7 Exam given by the National

IT ’
S A G IFT
As you know, the
M ontanan comes to you
free of charge. W e’ve
tried to make it a
quality publication, and
we try to improve each
issue. That isn’t easy to
do, especially during
these tough economic
times and with a deficit
hanging over our heads.
So, if you have a little
extra in your stocking
this Christmas, remem
ber we could use a little
gift too. Our “voluntary
subscriptions” cost as
much or as little as you
can afford.
Send your contri
bution to the M ontanan
Magazine, c/o News &
Publications, Main Hall,
University of Montana,
Missoula, MT 59812. If
you’ve already given
this year, many thanks
and a Merry Christmas
to you all!
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Twila Wolfe, left, and Rachel Sprunk ’
84, both
o f Missoula, are all sm iles at Homecoming.
Association o f Securities Dealers. She is with
the D.A. Davidson & Company’
s Missoula
office.
Carlene Whitney ’
79 married Verlin Salois
in 1984. She has taught special education in
Browning, Mont., for the past seven years.
Dan Sieckman ’
79 teaches junior high
English at Stevensville High School.
Paul Torgison ’
79 is an elementary special
education teacher in Harlem.
Bill Valach ’
79 received a master’
s degree
in business administration from the University
o f Oregon.

’
80s
Corinne Craighead ’
80 has taught elemen
tary education in Salem, Ore., since her gradua
tion. She earned a reading endorsement in 1985
and media endorsement in 1986 from Western
Oregon State College. This year, she is the
librarian at Tapteal Elementary in Richland,
Wash.
John Marzluff ’
80 is pursuing a Ph.D. in
zoology at Northern Arizona University in
Flagstaff. His research includes the study o f pinyon jays and their ability to learn when choos
ing nest sites. He has won the A. Brazier
Howell Award, given for the best student
presentation at a meeting o f the Cooper Or
nithological Society. His presentation was titled,
“Do Ravens and Snowstorms Teach Pinyon
Jays Where to Nest?”
Robert Melcher ’
80, J.D. ’
83 is a partner
in the law firm o f Morrison, Hauge, Ober &
Young in Havre, Mont.
Kimberly Ellen Rogers ’
80 is a kindergarten
teacher in Victor, Mont.
Tanya Worrall ’
80 operates Tanya’
s School
o f Dance in Glasgow, Mont. Her students will
be learning performance material for Glasgow’
s
centennial celebration next summer.
Rich Zins ’
80 is vice president o f the Bitter
root Valley Bank in Lolo, Mont.
Jane Cotton ’
81 teaches special education
and junior high English in Gardiner, Mont.
Colette Craighead ’
81 is a district sales
manager with Foxmoor, a junior specialty
clothing chain. She now supervises eight stores
in southeastern Michigan and lives in Farm
ington Hills. Although she enjoys the travel
ing part o f her job, her trips back to Big Sky

Country are her favorite!
Troy, Mont., is now the home o f Larry
Driscoll ’
81 and Maureen Sullivan Driscoll
’
85. He teaches special education, and she
teaches chemistry and biology.
Tom Dwyer ’
81 is manager o f KERR-AM
in Poison and KQRK-FM in Ronan and
Kalispell. He and his wife, Charlene, and their
daughter live in Poison.
Michael Egan ’
81, ’
82 received a medical
degree from the University o f Washington in
June. He has begun a three-year residency pro
gram at San Bernardino County Medical Center
in San Bernardino, Calif. Michael’
s specialty
is family practice.
Jack Kizer ’
81 has received a master’
s of
physical therapy degree from Hahnemann
University in Philadelphia.
Deborah Leib ’
81 married Masao Matsumura on Nov. 16, 1985. They live in C ol
ton, Calif., where she is employed 'by the
sheriffs department o f San Bernardino Coun
ty. Masao owns a landscaping business.
Karan Newman *81, Chuck Spitzner M.S.
’
81, and their daughter, Courtney, are living
in Putnam Hall, Fla. They are working with en
vironmental consulting firms in Gainesville and
are awaiting visitors from Montana.
Taag Peterson ’
81, M.F.A. ’
83 received a
commission from the Missoula Public Art
Committee to design and construct a sculpture
in front o f the Northern Pacific Railroad Depot
in Missoula. He lives in St. Ignatius, Mont.
Deborah M agee Sherer M.Ed. ’
81 teaches
art at Browning Middle School in Browning,
Mont.
Kurt A. Sprenger ’
81 is a visiting instruc
tor o f violin at Hardin-Simmons University in
Abilene, Texas. He is a candidate for a doctor
o f musical arts degree from USC.
Terry Thomas ’
81 teaches business educa
tion and is head football coach and junior var
sity boys’ basketball coach at Beaverhead
County High School in Dillon.
“After serving with the Peace Corps in Costa
Rica, I am now a forester with the U.S. Forest
Service in Newberry, S.C.,” reports Lori

Carleen Yocum ’
81.
Sandra Alcosser M.F.A. ’
82 has written a

volume o f poetry titled A Fish to Feed All
Hunger. She lives in Florence, Mont.
Jennifer Bordy ’
82, J.D. ’
85 is the deputy
county attorney for Gallatin County in
Bozeman.
Barry Darrow ’
82 teaches sophomore
English and is the head football coach at
Stevensville High School. H e has played pro
fessional football for San Diego, Cleveland and
New Orleans.
Craig Jourdonnais ’
82, M.S. ’
85 is a fish
and game warden in Kalispell. His wife, Marta
Sorensen Jourdonnais ’
82, is a substitute
teacher. They have three children.
Dennis Kozeluh ’
82 married Anne Weiner
in Vienna, Austria, in May. He continues to
perform on stage and will appear in a televi
sion movie in Austria this fall. Anne is a
ballerina.
Nancy Nickman ’
82 is an assistant professor

C lassn otes
in pharmacy administration at UM. She is also
a doctoral candidate in social and administrative
pharmacy at the University o f Minnesota in
Minneapolis. She lives in Missoula.
Patricia Orlando '82 has been selected for
a Fellowship in Infectious Disease Phar
macotherapy to be conducted at the University
o f California in L os Angeles. This fellowship
provides advanced training in the use o f antiinfective agents in the care and management o f
patients with infectious diseases.
Rainer Schlichtherle '82 is an IDS represen
tative in Lewistown, Mont. He specializes full
time in comprehensive financial planning.
Richard Shaffer M.Ed. '82, Ed.D. '84 is the
superintendent o f the Dodson, Mont., School
District.
Stuart Doggett ’
83 has been named public
affairs director o f the Montana Chamber o f
Commerce. He lives in Helena.
Dean Gillmore '83 is a lending officer at
First Interstate Bank o f Billings Heights in
Billings.
Lance Lovell '83 recently left the Great Falls
Tribune to take a position at the Temple (Texas)
D aily Telegram. He is the political bureau
reporter.
Malcolm Moses '83 is a marketing represen
tative with Emery Computers Inc. in Missoula.
Larry Nielsen M.M. '83 is the band direc
tor at Capital High School in Helena.

Chris Palmer '83 is attending the New
England Conservatory o f Music in Boston to
obtain a graduate degree in opera music per
formance.
Kathy Ahlenslager M.A. '84 has been a
naturalist in Glacier Park for the past nine sum
mers. This year, she taught a wildflower class
offered by the Glacier Institute.
Kelly Buechler '84 is a reporter and
photographer for KUMV-TV in Williston,
N.D.
Donna Conway '84 teaches third grade at the
Vina Chattin Elementary School in Browning.
Joyce Nachtsheim M.Ed. '84 teaches sixth
grade at the Four Georgians School in Helena.
Tracey Viall '84, M.A. '86 is a school
psychologist for the Havre elementary schools.
Karen Zins '84 is an auditor for the state o f
Montana in Helena.
Sharon Flansaas '85 teaches first grade at
Cornelius H edges Elementary School in
Kalispell.
Lisa Lovell '85 is a
second year law student
at UM. She is student
p residen t
of
the
A m erican
Trial
Lawyers Association
and has received the
McChesney-McCarvel
Merit Award from the

MONTANA MELODY

Voted
by the M o n ta n a
legislature and signed into law
by G overnor Ted Schwinden in
1983 as the O F F IC IA L ST A T E
B A L L A D O F M O N TA N A .

“There’
s no place like Montana,” and there has never been a
song which touches the beauty o f a land and its people like
M ONTANA MELODY. It carries you from high pastures to
grain-ladened valleys below. The tem po swirls with the current
o f streams and deer tagging in the trees. Just close your eyes
and listen and Montana M elody will take you back to Montana
and all its beauty. This great album also features LeGrande
Harvey singing about the great outdoors, the wilderness
...ballads, waltzes and easy country music make for great
listening. In all nine songs are featured. A true Montana
collectors item.

Montana Trial Lawyers Association for being
an outstanding student trial lawyer.
Ren Ray Obrigewitch '85 has enrolled in the
Master o f International Management program
at the Thunderbird Campus o f the American
Graduate School o f International Management
in Glendale, Ariz.
Laurel Patton '85 has been certified as an
athletic trainer by the Board o f Certification o f
the National Athletic Trainers’Association. She
is a business instructor and girls' volleyball
coach at the Shelley, Idaho, High School.
Paul Schiedermayer '85 is teaching English
in grades 7 through 12 in Moore, Mont.
Mary Boettcher '86 teaches junior and senior
high school English and is assistant girls'
basketball coach in Winnett, Mont.
Colleen Daly '86 teaches sixth grade at the
Belgrade, Mont., middle school.
Penny Halverson '86 is an accountant with
Arthur Anderson Accounting in Boise, Idaho.
Kurt Hilyard M.Ed. '86 is the superinten
dent o f schools at Brady, Mont. He and his
wife, Betty Jo, have two children.
Tim Johnson '86 teaches history and is the
guidance counselor at the Wilsall, Mont., Junior
and Senior High School.
Kelly Kraft '86 is the librarian at Powell
County High School in Deer Lodge.
Paul Palm Ed.D. '86 is the assistant
superintendent o f schools in Havre.

Ask
Mr. F oster
Travel service Since 1888
G o with the Agencies that support
and follow the Grizzlies!! W e have
packages for most U o f M sports
events.

Coming Next: U of M vs. Reno Feb. 6 Feb. 8
Big Sky Basketball Tournament Mar. 4 Mar. 8
-

-

CALL FOR DETAILS
3 Convenient Locations fo r All Your Travel Needs.

Global Travel

Budget Travel

Name______________________________________________________

Southgate Mall

211 N. Higgins

A ddress___________________________________________________ _

728-8990

549-4144

____ _______________________________ Z i p __________________

P.O. Box 5551
Missoula, M T 59806

Visa/Master Card Orders
Toll Free U.S. 1-800-882-4567
In Montana 1-800-654-2775

Global Travel
First Bank Western
728-0220

O U TSID E MISSOULA IN MT. 1-800-348-7098

Please include $1.50 shipping and handling per order
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
Number o f orders
Mail To: Grandhil Inc.
___________ Albums @ 8.98 ea.
----------- Cassettes @ 9.98 ea.

-

PROUD MEMBER OF

Montana
Owned

Grizzly -/ '1
Athletic Sn
Association

Montana
Operated
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C lassnotes
Ford L. Stuart III
’
86 is a leadership con
sultant for the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity
national headquarters in
Champaign, 111. His
travel itinerary includes
chapter visits in New
England and Michigan.

Births
Alexander to Karen Peck Olson ’
70 and
Donald E. Olson ’
69, M.B.A. ’
76, Feb. 8,
1986, Phoenix.
Jessica Lea to Suzanne MacKenzieThompson and Richard L. Thompson '73,
May 20, 1986/Billings.
Mark Christopher to Cindy Rigg Chumrau
’
76 and Gary Chumrau J.D. ’
77, April 4,
1986, Missoula.
Scott Patrick to Melinda and Patrick Dolezal
’
77, April 20, 1986, Aurora, Colo.
Charles Matthew to Mary Shotwell and Ran
dy Travis ’
77, March 15, 1986, Huntington
Woods, Mich.
Angela Anna to Nancy Icopini Douglas ’
78
and Brian Douglas ’
76, March 10, 1986, Min
neapolis.
Sarah Nicole to Leota Colbert Fred ’
78,
M.B.A. ’
86 and John Fred, April 2, 1986,
Missoula.
Kirsten Anna to Margaret and Charles Virag
’
78, Aug. 18, 1986, Helena.
Mari Claire to Padeen Quinn Hoiland ’
79
and Richard Hoiland ’
76, June 16, 1986,
Casper, Wyo.
Michael Anthony to Maria Garcia Mathews
and Tom Mathews ’
79, Feb. 18, 1986, Great
Falls.
Kevin Edward to Kathy and Jim O’
Day ’
80,
Feb. 5, 1986, Cut Bank.
Nathan Lee to Sharon Keith Bronson ’
81
and Dana Bronson, Aug. 17, 1986, Seattle.
Courtney Newman Spitzner to Karan
Newman ’
81 and Chuck Spitzner ’
81, June 27,
1986, Putnam Hall, Fla.
Scarlett Lacey to Dawn Grant Pedersen ’
81
and Romie Pedersen ’
78, May 6, 1986, San
Jose, Calif.
Allen John to Tracy Sorensen Craig ’
83 and
Mike Craig ’
86, June 17, 1986, Missoula.
Erin Michell to Sandy and Jim McKeon '84,
March 29, 1986, Helena.
Kristen Sylvia to Sharol McPhillips O’
Brien
’
84 and Scott O’
Brien ’
84, Sept. 3, 1985,
Soldotna. Alaska.

In Memoriam
The Alumni Association extends sympathy
to the families o f the following alumni and
friends:

Rhoda Smith Metcalf ’
10, Newport Beach,

Calif.

Anna Rector Williams **16, Arnold Calif.
32

Jessie Lease Spaulding ’
17, Bozeman
Henry G. Ruppel ’
20, Santa Cruz, Calif.
Emily Maclay Hovet ’
23, Hamilton
Catherine Hauck Taylor ’
23, Seattle
Force Baney ’
27, Great Falls
Mary Catherine White ’
27, M.A. ’
40,
Missoula

Mildred Daniel Cummins '29, Lubbock, Texas
Frank S. Griffith ’
29, Germansville, Pa.
Melvin C. Johnson ’
29, Fort Collins, Colo.
Lucretia Archibald Ahern ’
30, Golden, Colo.
Edward Becker ’
30, Killingworth, Conn.
Ethel Scheytt Niven ’
30, Bozeman
James R. Brophy ’
31, Lake Havasu City, Ariz.
Viola Everly Cole ’
31, Odenton, Md.
Claude A. Johnson ’
31, Hamilton
Russell Abell ’
32, Whitefish
Stanley Davison ’
32, M.A. ’
35, Dillon
Elma Arnett Donaldson ’
32, Spokane
Patrick Gilfeather LL.B. ’
33, Great Falls
Cora Quast McCormick ’
33, Stevensville
Pauline Fritz Simmons ’
33, Missoula
Leah Orvis Noel ’
36, Missoula
Marvin Lee Smoot ’
36, Orlando, Fla.
Leslie D. Dana ’
37, Portland, Ore.
Esther Swanson LaBar ’
37, Billings
Robert H. Dion ’
39, Lewistown
Toivo Ylinen ’
40, M.Ed. ’
53, Deer Lodge
Dorothy Lilly Englet ’
42, Malta
Ramah “Penny” Gaston Blackwelder ’
43,
Hollywood, Fla.

Brother Paul David Nyquist ’
44, Richardton,

N.D.

Roger Peterson ’
45, Plentyw ood
Tilford John Cornn M.Ed. ’
47, Henderson
ville, N.C.

Charles L. Frank ’
46, M.Ed. ’
47, Red Lodge
Clayton Herron ’
47, LL.B. ’
49, Helena
Helen Hewett Kratter ’
47, San Francisco
Lois Ibsen al Faruqi ’
48, Wyncote, Pa.
Roy Holmes LL.B. ’
48, Billings
Richard John Preuss ’
48, San Antonio, Texas
Pierre John Roberts ’
48, M.Ed. ’
59,

Creswell, Ore.

Phillip “Dinny” Galusha ’
49, Denver
Howard Vralsted ’
49, Helena
John William Waldron ’
49, Columbia Falls
Thomas F. Monahan ’
52, M.Ed. ’
57, Arvada,
Colo.

Richard Rafn ’
52, Columbus, Ohio
George “Bud”Scotten ’
52, Whitefish
Alice Notsdahl Taft ’
52, Poison
Jack Zygmond ’
53, Helena
Merlin Leat ’
55, Clarkston, Wash
James Black ’
58, M.S. ’
70, Cheney, Wash.
J. Irene Randol Crump M.Ed. ’
58, Kenwood,
Calif.

Robert Riefflin '58, Missoula
Leola C. Wold M.Ed. ’
58, St. Paul, Minn.
James T. Clay ’
59, ’
60, White Sulphur Springs
Mary Frances Alexander McDorney ’
60,
Missoula

Leslie W. Sedgwick ’
61, Pasco, Wash.
Leonard W. Moen Jr. ’
64, J.D. ’
71, Seattle
Robert Nelson M.A. ’
64, Great Falls
Dennis “Buzz”Lucey ’
66, Eureka
Carol Tapscott ’
66, Geneva, Ohio
Karen Hansen Hobbs '67, Anchorage
Mary Ellen Bibb M.Ed. *71, Juneau, Alaska

Bruce G. Graybeal ’
71, Missoula
Lester Robert Hamilton '71, Hamilton
David Gustafson ’
72, Simms
David C. Pugsley ’
72, Los Gatos, Calif.
Michael John Papich ’
73, Anaconda
Darryl Baier ’
74, Columbia Falls
Dennis R. Hoff ’
74, Bozeman
Katherine Stahl ’
75, Avon
Herald R. Cox, honorary doctorate ’
42, a
researcher noted for development o f the vac
cine for Rocky Mountain spotted fever and for
his study o f viruses, Hamilton
Maurine Clow, dean o f women at UM from
1947 until 1973, Missoula

Lost Alumni
W e have lost contact with the people listed
below. Some have not been heard from since
graduation; som e have moved and not sent us
a forwarding address; some have married and
changed their names; some might have died.
If you know where any o f these people are, drop
a note to: Records Department, UM Alumni
Association, University o f Montana, Missoula,
M T 59812.

*20s
Frances Clark Martell ’
20; Fern Searight
Humphrey ’
21; Leo Stewart *21; Francis T.
Gallagher ’
23; Hildegarde Steger Jones ’
24;
Ann Shields Lillard ’
27; Evereit C. Bruce '28.

’
30s

Jack K. Beckwith ’
31; Rhea Traver
Falkenberg ’
31; Lawrence Weingartner ’
32;
Helen Nicholson Cashmore ’
35; Nessley
Calkins ’
38.

’
40s

Donald Sunquist ’
40; Ethel Hyatt Means
’
41; Dugan McCauley ’
42; John Groene ’
45;
Howard Flint '47; Shirley McDonald Miller
’
47; George T. Zeigler ’
48.

’
50s

Dean S. Clark '50; Joann Midtlyng ’
51;
Roxie Milburn Anderson ’
51; Elaine Nelson
Flint ’
54; Donald Munn ’
56; Kenneth Dupuis
’
57; Roy Bowman ’
57; Barbara Keenan
Felland ’
57; Courtney Crowder Benton ’
59.

’
60s
Donald Harkin ’
60; Paul J. Sullivan ’
60;
Nancy Crosby ’
62; Richard M. Karnes ’
63;
Patricia Dusterhoff Condon ’
65; Harold
Nordstrom ’
67; James P. Morgan ’
68;
Richard L. Greene ’
69.

’
70s

Judy Blakeslee Petet ’
71; Daniel J. McMannis, Jr. ’
71; William Cicciarelli ’
71; Susan
Blewett Taleff ’
74; Valerie Kruse Nichols ’
75;
Thomas Noyes ’
75; Ronald Malloy ’
75; Jane
Carey Thompson ’
76; Edward W. Connelly
’
79; John R. Delohery ’
79.

’
80s

Catherine Gohr Tripp ’
80; Steven Rovig
'80; Barbara Pappin O’
N eill ’
82; Judy Loucks
Kvigne ’
83; John Taylor '83; James Benedict
'83; Douglas Bonham ’
84; Kristine Gilbert
son Williams ’
84
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UHIPs Su ccessfu l Fund-raising
Program Draws to a Close

I

n the two years since the
Campaign began, nearly a
thousand alumni have
contributed.
Their gifts and pledges,
together with those of
other friends of the University,
totaled more than $7.5 million by
mid-November.
"The generosity of the
University’s friends and alumni
has exceeded all my
expectations," said Foundation
Board President Bruce Crippen.
"It’s heartwarming to know that
so many people believe in.the
University, its mission and its
dreams for the future. Their
contributions truly make those
dreams become reality."

investors if you will, are likely to
be our strongest proponents with
the Regents, the Legislature and
in our future fund-raising efforts."

Hurry! Is Your Name on
the Memorial Wall?
So that the memorial walls at
the stadium and University Center
can be installed soon, the
Foundation is making its final
appeal to alumni for Campaign
contributions. "All those who want
to be remembered as contributors
to the University Campaign

$7 .5 m illio n

$4 .5 m illio n

Take Stock in Your
University
President James V. Koch said
the University is pleased with the
response the Campaign has
received. He noted that many
alumni have made their first gift to
the University through the
Campaign. The Campaign builds
a base of future support for the
University, Koch said. "O ur
contributors are like stock
holders," he said. "Because they
are shareholders in our
endeavors, they have a vested
interest in making sure we
succeed. These contributors, or

should send in their pledges
imm ediately," Crippen said. He
added that this tax year was a
particularly advantageous time to
contribute given the impending
tax changes.
Construction of the stadium wall
of honor is nearly complete and
the wall at the University Center
will be finished by early spring.
Funds are still needed for the
Library Archives, Centers of
Excellence and the stadium.
Contributions can be sent to the
UM Foundation in the envelope
that is included in this issue of the
M o n ta n a n .
i
_
....

$ 2 .7 m illio n

1984

1985

1986

T O T A L C A M P A IG N G IF T S A N D P L E D G E S B Y YEAR S I N C E
T H E B E G IN N IN G O F T H E C A M P A IG N .
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UM Football Is Back On Campus
W elcome Home Grizzlies!
H V h e carillon chimed
merrily as more than
K
10,000 eager Grizzly
AF
fans crossed campus
and filled the new WashingtonGrizzly Stadium for its opening
day celebration and gam e against
Idaho State Oct. 18. A pictureperfect Indian summer day and
an exciting come-from-behind
Grizzly victory (38-31) provided
an appropriate christening for the
new stadium.
Even Dennis Washington, the
million dollar contributor for whom
the stadium is named, was a bit
taken aback by the stadium and
its picturesque setting at the foot
of Mount Sentinel. Washington
said he was surprised at how the
stadium was not only the steel
and concrete structure he
expected but also aesthetically
appealing with its landscaping
and location. “ I looked around at
how harmonious it was with the
grass and the mountain and the
campus, and it was a beautiful
thing,” he said at a pre-game
dedication ceremony.
W

New Tax C odes
Mean Changes
in Tax Deductibility
o f Charitable Gifts
tk H

I he new tax code
revisions are likely to
K
affect the tax
JV
deductibility of your
charitable contributions. “ W e’re
encouraging anyone considering
giving and especially those who
have already pledged, to discuss
their gifts with their tax advisor
before Dec. 31, 1986,’’ said
Foundation Executive Director Bill
Zader. “ In many cases, it will be
to the donor’s advantage to give
this year.”
The following are basic
revisions that may affect your
charitable gifts:
• Because tax rates will be
lowered, the after-tax cost of
giving is likely to rise. Additionally,
taxpayers who do not itemize will
not receive the “ above-the-line”
deduction for charitable giving
which is currently available.
• The current law allows for
gifts of appreciated property,
such as real estate or stocks, to
be deducted up to 30 percent of
a donor’s adjusted gross income.
Under the new changes it is likely
that donors — depending on their
individual financial circumstances
— will not be able to take as
much of a deduction for such
contributions.
For more information, contact
your tax advisor or Bill Zader,
(406) 243-2593.
^
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UM Athletic Director Harley
Lewis has been involved in
stadium planning for nearly 10
years. At the dedication
ceremony he called the stadium
the finest outdoor football facility
in the Big Sky Conference. The
stadium can be expanded from
its 12,000-seat capacity to 21,000
seats and is designed to be
domed.
Former UM Foundation Board
President Nels Turnquist thanked
the generous donors and
numerous volunteers who made
the facility possible. “ W e’ve
proven that with private fund
raising we can move mountains,
or in this case 65,000 yards of
earth!” he said.
Turnquist and current
Foundation Board President
Bruce Crippen unveiled the
memorial wall for donors at the
main entrance of the stadium.

A c r o w d o f nearly 300 g a t h e r s for th e p re - g a m e d e d ic a t io n cerem on y .

Halftime dedication ceremonies
included the stretching of a goalto-goal ribbon held by former
lettermen and homecoming
queens, and representatives of
the Board of Regents, the UM
Foundation, Alumni Association,
faculty, local government and the
Missoula Area Chamber of
Commerce.
As President James V. Koch
invited Turnquist to cut the •
ribbon, Delta Gamma Sorority
members released 4,000 balloons
and fireworks exploded above.
The theme throughout the day
was one of thanks to the more
than 800 contributors who made
stadium construction possible. All
those who give $500 or more to
the stadium will be permanently
recognized on the memorial wall.
About $800,000 is still needed for
the stadium.
And while the celebration was
centered on the opening day,
many seemed to have quickly
forgotten the old wood bleachers
of Dornblaser and were already
looking toward a bright future in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium. “ We
can build a dom e,” Washington
said. “ Who knows when, but it
will be done.”

P re sid e n t K o c h a d d r e s s e s th e c r o w d a t the rib b o n cu ttin g c e r e m o n y o n o p e n in g day.

D en n is W ash in gton p o lis h e s his tile a t the m em oria l w all o f h o n o r w hich r e c o g n i z e s con tribu tors
o f $500 o r m o r e to th e stadium .
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What Your
Contribution
Really Means

International Joint Commission,
which is presently trying to
predict phosphorus contributions
from a proposed coal mine in the
Canadian headwaters of the
North Fork of the Flathead River.
Campaign funds are still
By obtaining private
needed for the Centers of
research
grants, the station is
Excellence. While this category
able
to
generate
about four
includes programs as widedollars for each dollar it receives
ranging as the study of fresh
from the state. The station
water to the statistical analysis of
employs 20 researchers and four
Montana’s economy, each of the
full-time
Ph. Ds including the new
programs represents a special
Bierman
Professor, Jack Stanford.
opportunity for faculty to
To
maintain
and expand its
participate in research and
research
role
at
the lake, the
creative activity. The Centers of
station
needs
a
heavy-duty
boat
Excellence (outlined below) help
designed
to
specifications
and
attract and retain excellent faculty,
equipped with a Loran locating
resulting in better training for
system. The Loran system
students. Additionally, students
enables researchers to return to
receive unique hands-on
experience that will serve them in specific locations of study on the
lake with extreme accuracy. The
their professional lives.
station also needs funds for post
Contributions toward the
Centers of Excellence will provide doctoral fellows and advanced
graduate students/
funds that would not be available
otherwise. Following are
examples of the needs we hope
M O N T A N A
to address with the funding
received through the Campaign.

BUSINESS QUARTERLY

B u ilj^ itb .pwvafe funds secure#/
^atate-OTthe-art Freshwater: —
R e se a r ch L a b o p tp r y ^ ^ p ie

Yellow Bay Biol6§pcal Station on
Flathead Lake provides in-depth
monitoring of water quality and
environmental effects on the lake.
Station researchers are
currently studying the effects on
the lake of phosphorus from
natural sources and from
residential sewage and
agricultural sources. An overload
of phosphorus stimulates algae
growth which ultimately consumes
much of the available oxygen in
water. Without enough oxygen,
water becomes less capable of
supporting high quality life forms
such as trout or salmon. This
research will be valuable to the
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The Bureau of Business and
Economic Research serves as the
state’s primary research and
information source for the public
and governmental agencies. Its
survey program, the Montana
Poll, and its excellent publication,
the M on tan a B u s in e s s Q uarterly,
need financial support.

The Montana Forest a nd
Conservation Experim ent* fetion
is Montana’s central re s ® g y unit
for studying forest ecolg H fflfJ
natural resource manacj&i
certainly important t o p S 5 f f i&
resource-rich state likjtftfm H & g r
One of the Station
projects is to d e m o n ^ ^ ^ H K ^
inexpensive and f le x if f ld ^ ^ & a ^
and equipment w h icf^H B H m S ^
landowners or small o w w lc to rs

can use for full-tree thinning and
removal.
The station’s needs range from
a 4 x 4 truck for fire protection
at the Lubrecht Experimental
Forest, to an Infrared Reflectance
Spectrometer for nutritional
analysis of forage.

As the orwsprof|ssional Equity
theatre c o ra p a ry b e tw e e rw ^
Minneapolis ^d^S gattle, t h p ^
M organ a ^ f ^ r t o w T l T S f e t r i ^
*r®/ejs annually ipvaljout j f o :

coFfimuujtieSciS^f pevbrystate

region. mlty>Qulp4^^
ambassadors for the University,
the Rep needs assistance in
defraying touring expenses.
This is a particularly opportune
time to give to the Rep because
the School of Fine Arts has just
received a $75,000 Challenge
Grant from the National
Endowment of the Arts. The
“ challenge” to the School of Fine
Arts and Foundation is to raise
$225,000 over the next three
years to qualify for the additional
$75,000 from the Endowment.
Your gift designated to Centers of
Excellence/Fine Arts Challenge
Grant will ensure continued
excellence of fine arts
productions.
Gifts to Centers of Excellence
may be designated to one of the
specific programs or left
undesignated. Contributions
without specific program
designations will be allocated
among these and other programs
by the University.
The Campaign has raised
$471,000 toward its $700,000
goal for Centers of Excellence.
Your help is needed now to
complete the goal.

Limited Edition Offer

1874 Shops Riile
University of Montana

Description: 30" tapered octagon barrel, double set triggers with adjustable

set, blade front sight, sporting rear with elevation leaf and drilled and tapped
for (optioned) Tang sight. The butt stock and forend are select black walnut,
handpicked for attractive w ood grain figure and oil finished, shotgun butt, pistol
grip, traditional cheek rest with accent line and Bridgeport style forend with
schnabble tip. These are available in caliber 45-70. Only 250 of these fine rifles
will b e offered for $1,000 each. They will b e awarded on a sequential basis as
orders are received. The "University of Montana" is stamped on the barrel,
and two grizzly bears are etched into the lockplate.
P roceeds from the rifle sales will g o to the University of Montana Foundation
to generate unrestricted funds which will b e applied to the greatest areas of need.

To Order:

Please Print
Name

______

Address

;
---------

_ . ,
Telephone_____
7.

' '__________________________________
_____ __ ___________________________
1 - - — --- -------------------------------------...

rn~7

A portion oi your gilt is tax deductible.

•

vuii vr.
U of M Foundation
P.O. Box 7159
Missoula, MT
59807-7159

An Invitation...
Flathead Lake Lodge
May 1-3,1987

Alumni College ’87
Open to all alumni and friends of the University of Montana
Learn . . . from sem in a rs giv en by
U niversity o f M on tan a’s
fin est faculty
Socialize •••a n d in teract w ith o ld
friends; m e et new o n e s
Questions? Write to the Alumni Center,
University of Montana,
Missoula, MT 59812 d o
Paddy MacDonald or call
(406) 243-5211

Price: $150.00 per person. This includes
room, board, and tuition. The
weekend begins with luncheon on
Friday and ends with a farewell
breakfast Sunday morning. Space
is limited; payments are accepted
until April 17.

Enjoy . . . h o r se b a ck riding, tennis,
hiking, b o a tin g —ju st a b ou t
anyth in g is p o ssib le at
M ontana's p re m iere d u d e
ran ch a n d lo d g e
Clip and mail with your deposit to the Alumni Center, University of

Montana, Missoula, MT 59812

Please reserve_____ place(s) for the following:
name(s)_______________________________________________________,___
address_____________________________________________________
_______ _________________________________________________ zip
home phone____________________business phone_____________
Deposit $25.00 per person: $ _____ is enclosed.
Balance due April 17, 1987

